III.

PHONOLOGY

As noted above in

lI.l.

Ai¡ns of the Study, the intention here is not to give a systematic presentation of the phonetic features (nor morphological features) occuning

in the bowl æxts. Instead, the aim is to point out features which ¿ue on the one hand
peculiar to our texts and, on the other hand, useful as markers with the aid of
which the language of these texts may be compared with other relevant dialects
A¡amaic.

of

It is of importance to not€, as already mentioned, that due to tlre fact that our
texts are unpointed many features in the phonology cannot be sûrdied properly.

III.I.

NOTES ON THE SPELLING

Spelling tends to be plene; waw and especially yod are commonly used as matres
lectionis. They probably indicate both long and short vowels, e.g. ttltlÞtt 'healing'
(N&Sh 3:l); lì!'9 'eye' (N&Sh 8Iftl);il'nÐlPO'ñ 'his threshold' (N&Sh ll:9);

DJ,iJrn 'thing'(N&Sh3:3);trì! 'with'(N&Sh 13:1);iÌì)ììO:r: 'lìlrtl 'theywill
guard him' (BOR:9-10). Inconsistencies abound; for instance one frequently finds
both þ) and )u.l A vocal shwaisoften indicaæd by yod (See below frl.4.Yod as
a C o unterpart o/ shwa).2
The bowl texts prefer 'aleph to indicate the final l-a/, but å¿ is also commonly
used, e.g. ñnìnOtHl 'and female goddesses' (N&Sh 23:2); tlìl'll 'and althe
vow' (N&Sh 23:4); i1)ttþÞ 'the angel' (N&Sh 23:5); i19'DP 'l'ìit 'this amulet'
(N&Sh 24:l); i'Ìlltlil'f f\.lfn $b 'not a misfortr¡ne by day' (N&Sh 25:8);
t{Pt¿) i1)Ð!i1 ilrì9 n>rÐril 'reversed is earth, reversed is .þq'-demon' (PB 1).
This holds true both conceming the fem. sg. (absoluæ state) ending and the ending
of the emphatic stae.3 No apparent significance is to be found in the way ûre

Rossell slates in his 1953 study: 'There is norhing rigid or unchanging

in the rules of

orthography.' Rossell 1953: 13.
2

It must be stressed that we actually know little about the vowel system in the various forms
of BJA. Therefore, these remarks must be taken with a certain degree of caution. For the

3

This is fr¡rther discussed with many eramples in IV.8. [nflection of Nouns and especially in
I\l .8.3. The Inflecrtonal Endings for Nouns and Adjec¡iy¿s. See also Montgom ery l9L3: 29;

BJA vocal systems, see Boyarin 1978 and the literature reviewed there.

Naveh & Shaked 1985: 3l-32: and Rossell 1953: 36.
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final'aleph arÅ he alæmate;a some texts use å¿ more than the majority of the bowls,
while others employ 'aleph as the sole sþ of the final l^/.s
lndication of the final /àl by ' aleph is a typical Babylonian feature - as opposed
to the Palestinian tradition, which employs åe both as a sþ of the determinaûe state
and as a fem. indicator.6 In To, as in BTA, 'aleph is employed to indicaæ the final
l-a/.1 As opposed to standard BTA, in Nedarim and Geonic Aramaic, the frnal /ã/ is
often indicated by he.E
It is a puzzle why he commonly appears in this function in the bowl texts as
well as in Nedarim and Geonic Aramaic, but it may be argued ttnt ttre hait is connected with the generally conservative nature typical of these traditions of A¡amaic.

At least in the

case

of the bowl ûexts, it is possible tlnt ttrc scribes used å¿ in an

attempt to imiate Bibucal Aramaic, which often employs å¿ as the sign of the final
/ã/.e Naveh and Shaked have pointed out that the Babylonian magical Fadition contains elements borrowed from the Palestinian magical tradition known especially
from the Palestinian amulets.l0 Therefore, we also have to bea¡ in mind the possibility that the use ol he tnthe bowl texts may be due to Palestinian influence.
The letter 'aleph is quite often used to represent lal o¡ lelin mediat position,
especially in the fem. pl. emphatic state endings (i.e. i1Â{lttt-) and names.t I Further,

-

the trait is more conspicuous than otherwise in some texts, such as AIT 19, 20, and
/7,whie in many others it appears only sporadically. The frequent use of 'aleph as
a graphical represenüation of lal or /-alin a medial position is one of the taits typical

of reliable MSS. of BT.l

2

tt is noteworthy that the use of ' ateph in medial position,
though attested, is less frequent than in BTA. Note also that Nedarim accords in this
respect with standa¡d BTA.I3 In accordance with BTA, and most othe¡ JA dialects,
4

Cf. e.g. n5o

5

See below

6

Kutscher 1957 : 28; 197 6: 16.

7

Dalman 1905:72ff.

I

NaSn

25:12) versns t{Þo INASh 4:3). Discussed further in IV.g.3.

IV.8 and IV.8.3.

See Rybak 1980:

l14.

9

In Biblical Aramaic, the fem. (absolute state) ending is only sporadically spelled with'aleph
whereas both'aleph and åe may be employed to indicate the emphatic (detrerminate) state
ending. See Rosenthal 1974:23; Kutscher l97lc: 103, 105. ln the course of this study it
will be noted repeatedly ttrat the bowl texts exhibit many consen¡arive isoglosses, held in
common with Official Aramaic, notably Biblical Aramaic.

10

See Naveh & Shaked 1993:. l7ff., especially 2G22.
While a great number of the names are Persian, the treatment of them rcmains outside the

ll

scope

t2

l3

ofthis

study.

see Kutscher 1962:. 173-174. According to Kutscher (1957: 26), the plene spelling with
'ateph in medial position is a quite early phenomenon. He argues that examples are found
already at Elephantine. These instances are, however, exceptional and mostly restricted to
foreign names. See Muraoka & Ponen 1998: 34.
See

Rybak 1980: l14.
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the bowt texts do not employ 'ayin as a mnter lectionß,| even though there may
be some exceptions to this rule in tlre bowl texts (see below III.2. Laryngeals and
Pharyngeals).

So¡vgaç¡ver¡s:

ñnñìÞtilhealings' (AIT 3:l);

lìllll¿l!: 'evil' (AIT

III.2. LARYNGEALS AND

PHARYNGBALS

7:14); irññlÞ.'l!ì 'in the
forms' (N&Sh 18:1); ñnñ)!pì 'and charms' (N&Sh 23:3); ilnñil 'rown' (N&Sh
24:2);ts ilnt{nrf 'by day'(N&Sh 25:8); ltlt!! En¡{nÞt 'and countersealed is the
house' (AIT 30:1); '@l:ñn m !ìÐltìtlll\$D) 'to M. daughûer of M.' (N&Sh
3:1); Etttp 'sranding' (ZRL 4);16 JtIl$ìf t: rrlU 'G. son of B.' (N&Sh l5:2).
Sometimes 'alephapparently represents lel, e.g. nbnO 'Selah' (AIT 24:6).

As is well known, ttrc laryngeals and pharyngeals became weakened in East Aramaic, with the exception of Syriac, which preserves them better than Mandaic and
BJA, at least in the orthography.tT
In general, it may be pointed out that laryngeals and pharyngeals a¡e surprisingly well preserved in the orthography of the bowl texts, given the common
presumption that the bowl texts we¡e written by poorly educated scribes or even by
amaûeurs.l8 Spellings testifying to the weakening in the laryngeals and pharyngeals
do occur, but ûo a lesser degtee than one would expecl Only exceptionally do we
come ac¡oss sþs of complete confusion. The texts attest plenty of examples where
it is uncertain whether a given example shows weakening in the laryngeals or
pharyngeals. To give but one example, we may note nTPgì 'and flee' in Go G:7.19
Since we have a parallel nIPl in line 12, one could argue that in the former case
l4

For BTA, see Morag 1987:44.

r5

The word is written ñnÞ in N&Sh 2:5;9:13 and Ellis 3:6. Borh NFìl\r! and ñnn a¡e listed
in Jastrow 1903: 859.

l6

The reading is evident according to a facsimile. Further examples of the fem. pl. spelt
il/Nnñ- are given in tV.8.3. The Inflectional Endingc for Nouns and Adjectives. See also
Montgomery 1913t29.

t7

Kulscher is of the opinion in the light of the material from Qumran, notably the famous
Isaiah Scroll that signs of the loss of the pharyngeals and laryngeals are evident already
in the First Temple Period. See Kutscher 1976: 68 and the literature given there, For the
pharyngeals and laryngeals in East Aramaic, see e.g. Greenfield 1978: 38-39; Morag 1987:
46-47; Nöldeke 1875:57ff., where both Mandaic and BTA a¡e trcated; Macuch 1965: 79ft;
Nöldeke 1898:23-26.

-

l8
r9

See e.g. Rossell 1953: 13;
liminary Rernarlcs.

-

Harviainen 1983: 15. See also

The reading is apparent in a facsimile of the texL

l.l.

Aramaic Magic Bowls: Pre-
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'ayin appeas as a m.ater lecdonis, but as pointed out by Gordon, it is probable that
'ayinhere 'is due to dittographic conft¡sion with the preceding word, rìpgì.'20
Some texts preserve laryngeals and pharyngeals less

well than others, which

may indicate that they a¡e written by less educated scribes than others. On the other
hand, it is possible that (some) differenoes are to be attributed ûo local dialectal
varieties wiürin Babylonia"2 I

(a)'aleph

('l)

'aleph is mostly retained at the beginning of a syllable, at least in the ofhography,
ir)$bn 'the angel' (N&Sh 23:5); I'tlltìlÞ 'comlpt' (N&Sh 6:7).22 Howeveç
when it appears in this position (i.e. the beginning of a syllable) between two vor¡/els, including shwa mobile, it often disappears, e.g Oll (< */ba'i5/¡ 'evil' (N&Sh
3:3).23 Exceptions occur, e.g. ìJlñ) 'the mighty ones' (N&Sh 13:15). Vacillation
between the forms maintaining 'aleph in this position and those with the elision is
common, e.g. ñØ'tll (N&Sh l3l.4) versus l)rl¿rì (N&Sh 13:15). Historical spellings are well attested. When an initial 'aleph is preceded by a prefixed element,
'aleph generally remains in the orthography, e.g. lìl)!t!'ltl (AIT 17:10); lì'$1
(N&Sh 5:2); ln$) 'to aplace'(N&Sh 25:ll). However, contary insrances a¡e
also found (though seldom), e.g. hrI (Go 8:8).24
e.g.

When'aleph closes a syllable, it commonly disappears, e.g. ln' (< */ye'tûa/¡
(N&Sh 25:4);2s rìPnÞl 'who is called' (N&Sh ?5:l);261l)ìt)'il 'your food'
(NASh 13:10); ll)Pn'ì 'and you go' (N&Sh 25:ll); ltl'lì 'seize' (N&Sh 9:5); rt')
'let us go' (N&Sh 13:15,19);27 ìþnT ñbì 'rhat rhey may nor sin' (Go 6:3).
Occasionally we encounter hypercorrections, such æ !l't{r (N&Sh 3:5).28

20

See Gordon

2r

local varieties in the pronunciation of the laryngeals and pharyngeals are well known from

1934b:473.

Palestine. See Kutscher 1976: 68ff.
22

ol an af. participle (*mav'eÐ. cf. Syriac where /'/ in the
-C'V- is omitted, but, lævertheless, the letter aløl is retained in the orthography,
e.g. mlb is pronounced [ma¡evl (see Nöldeke 1898: 23; Muraoþ 1997b: l3). As an excep
tion, we may note e.g. !Þnìl 'may he be heåled' in BOR:2 and elsewhere for rÐgn'ì. rÞnì
Probably ahistorical spelling
sequence

testifies

o

/'/ to the preceding /r/. Se¿ also Harviainen l98l: ?.
0'g? 'was bad' in Dan. 6:15. Se¿ Rosenthal 1974: 13.

the assimilation of

23

Rnq'R¡ inBz.4;12,

24

Forn!$-t.Thereading of Gordon (in Go 8:8) is uncertainon the basis of a facsimile, but
note il')n'l in N&Sh 2:6. Go I shows other signs of weakening in the laryngeals and

but

pharyngeals, too. This may be nken as ñrnher proof for the reading
25
26

ñ'ì.

Impf. 3rd p. masc. pl. from the root ln¡l 'to come.'
From the ¡oot ÌlìP 'to call.'

27

From the root )ns.

28

The letær 'aleph may also be u¡rderstood as a mere vowel letter indicating /¿/ and not as an
acempt to spell correctly.
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in N&Sh 2 the
omission of 'aleph is more frequent than normal in the bowl texts.29 Note the
following examples, representing phonetic spellings: llllrl 'of the mother' (N&Sh
2:3); n')n'l (N&Sh 2:6);30 tì9ì)l 'of rhe ea*h' (N&Sh 2:8);31 Rnnrt 'of rhe
woman' (N&Sh 2:9); ñhfl'il' (N&Sh 2:9).32 Even here the omission of 'aleph is
not consistent in all positions.33 It is noteworthy that some of these spellings, such
Some texts omit'aleph more often than usual. For example,

tlDil, accord with the qere in Syriac.3a
All in all, the spelling tradition of the bowl texts conceming 'aleph is rather
conservative, and phonetic spellings are quite rarely met with. Nevertheless, in all
probability 'aleph is reained so well in the onhography only because of the long
as

established JA spelling tradition;3s the actual phoneme behind the letter 'aleph was

possibly completely lost or, at least, was in the process of weakening.
(b) å¿ and ttet (M and /h/)
The graphemes i1 and ll a¡e identical in the script of the A¡amaic bowl incantations.36 Based on this, many scholars, such as Montgomery and Gordon, have
argued, apparently with good reason, that the phonemes &/ and N ¡lørd merged in
the dialect of the bowl texts,3? with the reduction of.lhl to /ty'. However, besides the
we have litile evidence
fact that these letters a¡e identical as is worth noting

-

-

showing weakening of these phonemes. Cases in which i'lfi is omitted from the
script are relatively few, if compared with BTA. For instance, tlre common
preposition llìllh 'under' always appea$ in the bowl æxts with the i'lfl,3E as
opposed to'nln in standard BTA.39 Accordingly, interchange beween ilfr and tt
29

For the special featur€s of this bowl, see Naveh & Shaked 1985: 137.

30

For il'bn'R'1,

3l

For

Rrìñbl.

32

For ñlìlìrÑ hr.

33

Note ¡>$þn 0ine

34

Cf. Nöldeke 1898: 23; Muraoka

35

Cf. Greenfield 1978:

3ó

Yamauchi has argued that the fact that the Aramaic bowl texts makc no distinction between
he andþet is due to the influence of Mandaic (sce Yamauchi 1967:70). Fulvio Franco
maintains that some of the texts published by him presêrve the distinction between å¿ ard
þet (æ.e Franco 1979: 235ff.), but, at least, on the basis of the photographs published by
him, I am a little sceptical in this respect. [n any case, this is most exceptional.

37

l9l3:28-30; Gordon 19842221.
E.g. N&Sh 5:7: 13 l3l AIT 16:6, 7, and several instances in a partly duplicate Ge C, e.g.
*nb¡¡r ¡'o¡u ñìnñ 'under the throne (of his) of God' (Ge C:ó). Geller reads !f oìl), but
lre is equally possible, at least on the basis of the facsimile. Besides, in AIT 16:7, we have
N¡)*l ir'Oll) nnn, too. If the correct reading is tt'-, the ending ñ'- could stand for il'-,

38

37

(8) and ì')$þÞ (9).

l97b:

13.

-39.

See Montgomery

with the reduction
39

6),')tìþê

of.

N

Cf. Epstein 196O: 136.

(*kursayeh> kursaye?).
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(or Jr) is infrequently afûested.4o Noþ the interchange between the roots
-JÐir exemplified below.al Some the forms
of

interchange benpeen

'jÐñ

and

which have been argued as showing

N nd/'/, such as J')iilthese' versusl')'tt, are insûead to be

understood as morphological by-forms, at least in our texts.42 As in the case of
'aleph, the fact that irlì'l is mostly retained in the spelling apparcntly testifies to the
conservative scribal practice - typical of Jewish texts in general. Therefore, the
frc4uent sun¡ival of il/lt in the spelling possibly proves nothing of the acû¡al status
of the phonemes /r/ and /|y' in the Aramaic reflected in the bowl texts. In contrast,
the fact that the graphemes he and l.æt æe not differentiated probably implies, as
suggested, úat M was reduced to /ty'. lVe should, however, beâr in mind that the
fact that these two letters are indistinguishable in the script does not auûomatically
imply that the corresponding phonemes had merged: the letæn waw and yod are
likewise practically identical, but it is not to be argued that lwl nd lyl had merged.
on the basis of a few instances, \rye may argue that the original /ty' was in the process of weakening to l' I or to total feduction.
Spelling errors in general a¡e somewhat more frequent in the texts inscribed in

clumsy handwriting, a fact which may indicate thu they were written by less
of weakening are also found in the texts

educated scribes or amateursj3 but signs

which are inscribed with a good hand.
Ex¡rrææs or wEAr<¡NrNc

rN

N

;lllll il)'ÐN 'overtumed

æ. lhl:aa

is the earth' (Go 1:l);4s l"ttt 'this;'46 'Þ INASn
l3:16'¡,a7'þ9 nnìsrì 'and she cried at him' (N&Sh l2b:B);a8 Jnìt (Go G:9);ae

40

The possible inlerchange betweæn he and ftet cannot be observed due to the fact that no proper distinction is made between these letters. Some schola¡s have been more willing to find
differences between the graphemes under discussion, For instance, Epstcin sometimes oorrccts Montgomery's readings
in which tlrese letlers are apparently distinguished with the
aid of etymology in this r€sp€ct. I have checked the texts published by Montgomery, and I
believe that we have no consistent distinction between hc and þet n these texts,

-

-

4l

Mandaic and BTA have 'p& as opposed to Syriac and GA hpk. See Macuch 1965: 82. Some
other instances of interchange between he and 'aleph occur, e.g. Rnñiâlðì 'and impure, in
Ge C:7 versus tlffir¡l0l in a duplicate AIT 16:8, as corrected by Gelter (1980: 56).

42

Cf. Rossell 1953: 17.

43

Cf. for instance AIT 19.

44

Notc lhat the fact that the letters l¡e and þet aæ practically indistinguishable in the script
apparently conceals many examples of interchange between

45

¡t)tÐR appears for the standard i1)!Ði'r. Parallels to

¡l)'Ðtl

/V and /|y'.
are possible

the Iraq Museum, published in part by Gordon (1941: 348, nos.

926

in two bowls

46

The form is possible in a bowl (no. 9736) from rhe lraq Museum, published
Gordon. See Gordon l94l: 350. I cannot check the reading.

47

For it'Þ.

48

Ð9

49

For lìnÞ. Was the actual pronunciarion

may occur for

il')t.

See

IV.3. Suffixed Pronouns.

[õn]

?

frrom

and 9731).

in part

by
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Ìlo)!'t Jììn:ì Jìo)rì '11ìfìtl 'and
after them who cover and after them who cover and after them who cover.' (MB

ElTl) 'to there' (Go A:2);s0 ììofrT

lììmì

I:14).51

(cYayinU'l)
According to Rossell,
gomery states:

'In

/'/ is 'ex$emely

weak' in the bowl texts,s2 whereas Mont-

general gum¡rals are preserved, though

iì

and

ll

a¡e

no longer

distinguished,'s3 apparently implying that the laryngeals and pharyngeals a¡e generally preserved in the script.
In any case, Rossell overstates the case: signs of weakening m l'l æe afteste{
but - in comparison with BTA - they are in@uent.S4 Moreover, texts showing
total confusion in the use of 'ayin, as is the case in Mandaic,55 are so far unattested.56 It should be noted that, for instance )l), in contrast with standard BTA, is
regularly maintained in the script and not changed to +l (see also below IV.g).s?
The only exception known to me is in the combination ttnbt{ 'why?' which
appears several times in N&Sh 21, e.g. nnnÐ JÞlÐ ttÞbñ 'why do you open

50

For tlñirþ. See Gordon 1934a; 323. The reading and interpretation given by Gordon is
possible according to the facsimile.

5l
52

j1ìn3

llln¡.

appears for l1i1ìll!.
app€ars in
See below III.ó Waw as a Counterpart

ìnnì:

line 18, but it may be a spelling error for

ol *l-al

(qarneS) and

IV.3. Suffixed Pronouns.

Rossell 1953:.17.

53

Montgomery l9l3:30.

54

Cf. Epstein 1960: 17-18; Kutscher l97la: c. 2'19-280; Nöldeke 1875: 57-58, especially p.
58, n. 2.
The only gunural extant in Mandaic is the unvoiced laryngeal /tr/. The letters which
originally designated laryngeals and pharyngeals are used as vowel letters without regard to
etymology. Macuch 1965: 79. For laryngeals and pharyngeals in Mandaic, see Macrrch
1965: 79ff., Nôldeke 1875: 57ff., and (conceming the situation in the Mandaic bowl æxts)

55

Yamauchi 1967:.75-76,
s6

It should be noted as well that Syriac bowl N&Sh l0 clearly shows more instances of
weakening both in /'/ and /l¡l than Aramaic bowl texts in general. See discussion below in
Conclusions,

57

The preposition Þp is very common in these texts. Some possible cases of interchange be¡ween
and -b are found, as pointed out by Montgomery (1913: 3l), but these ae
t'r¡ø,
disputable. For instance, Montgomery (1913: 158) argues that in the phrase
bit appearsfor-þ 'as constantly in these texts.' Note, however, that the preposition bD is
constantly spelled with 'ayin - and not with -ll as in standard BTA a fact which makes it
uncertain whethertheprepositionÞ! in the idiom l'>'b! 9tÞø can be taken as indicative
of weakness in /'/. Hunter (1995: 69) reads w'l dywy w'l ptkry wl w'I lylyf in AIT l8:7
¡>nÐ bgl '1"1 Þgl. t find no reason for
instead of Montgomery's original ñn'b'b Þ$

þt

ì')'bt

-

)t

such an emendation here, and one may ask whether the corrections in Hunter 1995 arc printing enors. Note that )tt is the regular form in TO, Nedarim, Geonic Aramaic, as well as in
Karaitic Aramaic. See Dalmao lX)5: 229; Tal 1975:. 22; Epstein 1960: 132-13ó; Rybak

1980:96.
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your mouth?' (N&sh 21:3), for ttÞ Þ9. t{Þþñ .why?' is known in BTA.58
Instances of weakening in'ayin are generally those in which it is changed to 'aleph
o¡ omitted compleæly from the script. In addition, we sporadically encounter
h¡percorrections.
vvEAKENTNc æ' ayin (' l):
'amulet'(Go.7:l);59llPll{
t{rnp
'strong'(N&Sh 13:3);60ì!r) .tansgress' (AIT
rj))lt
6:ll);61 llPÐ': (AIT 6:11);62
'necklace-spirirs' (AIT 12:9);63 ¡r1g .his
temples'(N&Sh 13:5);6a tplt 'blastdemons' (AIT l9:13);6s lìlfnr) .they will
pass by'(BOR:8);66]ìì'ol (AIT l:12).67 Fufher, the vacillation between EltiJ'n
and tr9Tlll may indicaæ weakness of 'ayin as noted below in rY.1 . Interrogative
and Ind$níte Pronouns.6S Provided tlut the reading is conect, the verbal form
tnr9:tDll in Go 2:6 testifies to the weakness of 'ayrn, too, since the ending thaF
pears othenvise only with verba tertiae infirmae (see below IV.lO.l. perfect).
Hence, 'niJr:ølt probably implies the pronunciation ['a5béti].69
An example of a parasitic 'ayin,well aüested in BTA, is found in N&Sh 5,
where we may read lìiltj)ìltl '19ì 'and to their young ones' (N&Sh 5:4).70 The

Exn¡eæs orruE

s8

See Epstein 1960: 142.

59

tt'Þp

60

Probably
given.

6t

For

62

For 9pÐ'). The text at this point is emended by Epstein
goes 'qu'il crève comme un cèdre.' See Epstein 1921:34.

63

For !p!9. cf. Jastrow 1903: 1096. $t'l>:Ñ appears in BoR:3.

appears for

ñt'DP.

for¡lltlt.

see, however, Naveh

& shaked 1985: 205, where another explanation is

lfDl.

N&Sh 19:6.
64

ñlp)9

appears

for instance in

is ¡d' in both JA and Syriac. see lastrow 1903: 1263, where we have ttgìs
'temple;'and Payne smith 1903: 474, where /sed'ê/'the temples of the head' is listed. see

The root

also Naveh
ó5

ltnN r) $pÐ'!. His translation

& Shaked 1985:.

2Q7.

is cor¡ec-t, rplt

the reading
is apparently a hyperconection of rp'Î. Cf. AIT l2:g; N&Sh
l3:3 (uncertain reading). see also Jastrow 1903: 396. However, the reading is uncertain, and
þstein emends tPrl to 'Pø @pstein 1921: 50). on the basis of a photograph of rhe text, I

If

cannot decide which reading,

if

any, is corect.

66

For'lììl9ll'J.

67

Read according to the emendation by Epstein: .l]Þ'Þb ¡r¡'91 'et regardent pour frap,per'
(Epstein l92l: 30). The emendation is probable, though, paleographically, the reading of
Montgomery (l't'o'¡ is equally possible ar least on the basis of a photograph. No distinction is made between waw utd yod in this text. According to Epstein,
lrllo is derived
from'l'tÐ, familiar from BTA and Mandaic (from the roor ì9O) (ibid.).

-

6E

ó9
70

Cf. Syriac /meddem/.
Cf. e.g. rnrn'ñì 'and I have brought' in AIT 9:7.
See Naveh

& Shaked 1985:

162.
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word p'1191 may be compared with other variants of the same word:

p.ll"l

and

I
possible weakness of f 1.7 2
P ì t 1.7 The vacillation may be connected with
As poinæd out by Ha¡viainen, it is possible that 'the conñ¡sion of laryngeal
consonants has called forth various neologisms' of the roots nll, !ì1, Fffl, and
ill),?3 e.g. Jìnrl': or]ìfllP) 'they will depart' in BOR 8 and]ì.Ì)il'ñl in AIT 7:5.7a
However, other explanations may also be given for the appearance of various
closely related weak roots with simila¡, but perhaps not identical, meanings.Ts
CONCLUSIONST6
As shown above, the bowl texts yield instances showing weakening in the laryngeals and pharyngeals. However, with the exception of the fact that the letten å¿ and
þet arc not distinguishable in the script, cases which may Þ taken as definite proof
of weakening are surprisingly rarely found. I refer to examples with interchange or
omission of laryngeals or pharyngeals. Further, we have no texts where a scribe
interchanged all of the laryngeals and pharyngeals without exception.
While the loss of these phonemes is well attesûed in BTA, and especially in
Mandaic, it may be assumed that'aleph, helhct, and 'øyin are so well preserved in
the script of our texts due to tlre fact ttrat the scribes of these texts followed a long
established literary tradition, typical of the JA texts in general.TT Note ürat in BTA,

too, despite plenty of evidence showing weakening of these phonemes in speech,
ttre etymological spelling prcvails: in the majority of cases lut and 'ayin are preserved in the scrip! including reliable MSS.78 Shelomo Morag argues tt¡at the
Aramaic reflected in BT is literary Babylonian Jewish Aramaic (nìÞ:fi1 n'Þìttil
il:ll,l)il), used among the leamed élite in the Babylonian yeshivoth until the end of
the 5th century C.E., as opposed to the spoken Babylonian Jewish Aramaic (]üb

b:f 'Tìît' )ø n'n¡t¡¡

ì'ìfo'til).7e The language of the éliæ was clearly morc
conseryative and did not accept all the changes which took place in the spoken
7l

See Naveh

& Shaked 1985:162.

72

Ibid.

73

Ha¡viainen

74

Montgomery here t¡anslates 'remove.' One could, perhaps, translate 'may they tremble,'

l98l:

4. See also Montgomery

instead. Cf. Naveh

&

l9l3:

130, 139.

Shaked 1985: 269.

75

The vacillation of closely related weak verbs is a well-atæsæd feature in various Semitic
languages. Cf. Moscati 1964: 159-160.

76

General rcmarks are already made ar the beginning of this chapter.

77

On BTA, see e.g. Nöldeke 1875:5?ff.; Morag 1987:4648; Kutscher 1971a: cc.279-28O.

18

See e.g. Morag 1987:

79

See Morag

46-47.T\e loss of the laryngeals and pharyngeals
the Yemeni¡e MSS. than otherwise.

is better attested in

1987:4748 and the literaturc cited there. Morag suggests that the Yemenite
MSS., which show more examples of weakening in these phonemes, may reflect a spoken
form of BTA.
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ef diglossia prevailed among the Babylonian
Jewish élite, who used this literary language alongside the more changed spoken
A¡amaic. The theory set forth by Morag is very possible, but I am not convinced
language.so He assumes úrat a kind

tt¡at we need such a complicated model.Sl In any case, we have to point out here
that this 'liærary Babylonian Jewish A¡amaic' (= BTA) shows more instances of
weakening in laryngeals and pharyngeals than our texts, which are approximately
contemporary with the Talmudic texts, and which, if any, should reflect a spoken

form of BJA.
Therefore, we cannot totally exclude the possibility that the bowl texts reflect a
form of BJA which has presened the laryngeals and pharyngeals better than the
neighbouring dialecs, even though the bowl texts are from a rather late date.82 A
possibility that the bowl texts represent a conservative dialect with a rural background as opposed ro the more changed urban dialect represented by standard

BTA

is suggested by Harviainen.s3 As already poinæd out in passing, it is known from
Palestine th¿t the laryngeals and pharyngeals were preserved better in some ¿¡reas
than in others.84 Therefore, we could argue that the bowl texts imply a similar situation in Babylonia, and it remains a possibility that in those a¡eas of Babylonia from
which our texts come, the laryngeals and pharyngeals were still betær preserved
than in other areas.
However, I am inclined to believe that the question of the laryngeals and pharyngeals must be seen in the light of the general character of these texts: it will be

shown in this study ttrat the bowl texts show typically consewative linguistic
elements alongside features of standa¡d BTA. This is most likely explained by
assuming that the conservative elements are in imiation of one of the conservative
literary Aramaic models.E5 similar but not identical models a¡e reflected, for instance, in the Aramaic of To and in the official documents preserved in BT. Thus, it
is more likely also as regards the laryngeals and pharyngeals that they are presemed
in the script rather well, since the scribes were trying to maintain them in accordance
with a liærary model known to tlrem. By contrast, instanc.es of weakening reflect the
80

8r

Morag 1987:47-48.
It may be too far-reaching a conclusion to posit a diglossia situation. ÌrVould it not be easier
to âssume that due to the long established liærary tradition, the lea¡ned élite was (partly)
capable of maintaining (at least in the orthography) those phonemes which were disappearing
in actual speech,

82

For the dating of thesc texts, see I.l. Aramaic Magic Bowls: preliminary R¿¡a¿r&s. Note
that alrcady in tbe second century c.E. part of the Jewish population in Babylonia was
unable to pronounce lþl propr.ly (Morag 1987: 46).

83

See Harviainen 1983: I

l0-l13. see also r.2.4. The Language of the Aramaic Magic Bowls

andY. Conclusions,
84

As far as I know, no evidence has been shown for a parallel situation in Babylonia.

85

Cf. below Y. Conclusíons.
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actual vemacular in which these phonemes had more or less disappeared or, at leas!
were in the process of disappearing.

It may be poinæd out here, in passing, that the Syriac magic bowl t€xts show
surprisingly frequent instances of weakening in the laryngeals and pharyngeals.86
One should bear in mind that, as is well known, Syriac in general preserves these
phonemes better than other East Ar¿maic dialects.8T Montgomery, followed by
Hamilton, has argued that cases of weakening in these phonemes are due ûo
Mandaic influence.88 It may be so, at least in some of the cases, since we know for
certain that bowl texts were fansmitted from one religious group to another, and
from script to script.8g On ttre other hand, these ins¡ances may be used as further
evidence suggesting that in acrual fact the laryngeals and pharyngeals were lost in
all East A¡amaic dialects. For some rcason these texts, written in various forms of
the Syriac sdpt 90 do not cling to literary Syriac spe[ing conventions,gl but manifest, it seems, features of the acu¡al vemacular. By conFast, our Jewish texts a¡e
more consefvative in this respect. As in the case of BJA texts, discussed above, we
should bear in mind the possibility that the differences between the Syriac bowl
texts and 'literary' Syriac reflect diatectal differences between various areas.92
Most inærestingly, a puzzling Syriac bowl, published by Naveh and Shaked

(N&Sh 10),93 also shows among several instances of weakening of laryngeals and
pharyngeals aBJAdemonstrative ffftentspelted hdyn.ea Does this indicaæ a confusion of.lhl and lbl nBIA, in Syriac, or in both?

86

Sorne examples:'tþpyk

in Hamilton 8:l (for 'tlWk\; ltþbt' in Hamilton 9:9, 10:6 (for

þr and hdr (see Hamilton 9:9, 10:6; N&Sh I : I : I I );
hrmn' in Hamilton 2ß (for mhynu'); d'mm' in N&Sh lQ:4 (for d'mm'); w'tq¡lw in N&Sh
l0:12 (for w'tq¡lw)iw'tb¡lw in N&Sh 10:12 (for w'tb¡lw); 'a)å 'his hand' in N&Sh 10:12
(for'ydyh'¡;.fb' in N&Sh l:9 (for,íD'); tybdwnin N&Sh 10:6 (for ty'bdwn); nywz in N&Sh
10:10(fornylrwz);hd'in N&Sh l0:7, ll, 13 (for hd):d'yt in N&Sh 10:6, l0 (ford'yt).

Slhybt' ); note the interchange between
n

81
EE

89
90
91

92
93
94

Hamilton l97l: 5lff.; Naveh & Shaked 1985: 3l; Montgomery l9l3: 35-36.
l9?8: 39.
Montgomery l9l3: 35-3ó; Hamilton l97l 52-53.

See also

See, for instance, Gre¿nfield

As discussed inl. Introduction.

l9l3: 32-35; Naveh & Shaked 1985: 3l; Hamilton 19?l: 38ff.
Noþ, for example, the following instances, where the Syriac bowl texts as opposed to
literary Syriac, employ 'alaph to indicate lál or lal: n'sklwn (Hamilton l:15), y'twh
(Hamilton l:6)| wbym' m' (Hamilton l:13); w'ílm't' (Hamilton l4:7). These may, of course,
indic¿te that the texts may be bæed on BJA or Mandaic originals. See above 1.2.4.1,
See Montgomery

'Koiné'Feanres.
E.g. between the &tessan type of Syriac and a more southem type of Syriac.

f¡pquently shows instances of weakening in the
laryngeals and pharyngeals. This bowl is also discussed above in 1.2.4.1.'Koiné' Features.

N&Sh lO is of special interest, for

it

Line 13. It is noteworthy that þdyn appears in N&Sh
strative Pronouns and I.2.4.1.' Koiné' Features.

l0

as a fcm. form. See

IV.4. De¡non-
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III.3. WORD-FINAL

4t

CONSONANTS

In standard BTA, the word-final consonants /bl,ldl, lml, N, N, nd h/ æna to disappear, e.g. 'ìl'ì for f,ìll; t{ltl for þm; Uþ for'lì)b; ì:n)n for lt!ñ)t't.es By contrast, the final consonants, especially the final lnl, aæ often preserved in Nedarim
and in Geonic Aramaic.96 The same is tue of other Aramaic dialects, including To
and TJ.

)nt

In the verbal forms, this trait is especially prominent in certain roots, such
'to go,' li!ñ 'to say,' )pø 'to take;' and ìlg 'to do, to make.'97

as

According to Daniel Boyarin, the loss of these 'ñnal continuants' in certain verbs is
mo6t commonly anested in 'the late or Geonic Aramaic,'98 somewhat less common
in standard BTA and rare in 'the special (archaic) dialect of certain tractates.'99 The
loss of final consonants in these verbal roots is explained by Boyarin as follows: in

cefain morpho'syntactic conditions the above-mentioned consonants rpere
assimilated to the liçids of particular affixes or enclitic prepositions.l00 Tbe most
important conditioning factor was the preposition /- used enclitically, e.g. prinlhw
'we have explained them,' to which the final consonant was assimilated.lol ¡.¡"t when the length of a consonant was no longer phonemic in BJA - the assimilated
consonant was re-analyzed as part of the affix, not thæ of the verbal root; and,

ultimately, the phenomenon extended beyond its original environments by
analogy.l02 The proposed development of these forms may be exemplified by üre
following instance: ¡;marl 'I will say' > Ê'imarlik/ 'I will say to you' > /'imalik/ >

95
96
97
98
99

l97la:. cc.279-280;Rybak 1980: 8G90, 92-95. An intercsring parallel oæun
in many modem North Arabian (Arabic) dialects which exhibit a tendency to elide r, l, m, n,
and ¡ in final position. See e.g. Palva 1980: 135. A similar tendency may have been present
in the Ancient West Arabian Tayyi'dialects, See Rabin l95l: 194.
See Kutscher

Kutscher l97la: cc. 279-28g;Rybak 1980: 8ilg},g2-g5.
E.g. perfect 3rd p. sg. RIR (<

þN*); imperfect lst p. sg. 'l'tl

the lst p. pl. imperfect'f't (<
Kutscher 197 la: cc. 27 9-280.

'tf9l*).

See

þstein

and the sg. imperative Nt; a¡¡d
1960: 57ff.; Boyarin 197ób: 103-104;

Even though the plosives tbl and ldl uenot continuants, Boyarin argues, with good reason,
that they 'were realized as continuants post-vocalically.' Boyarin 1976b: 103, n. 2. Note that
according to Kutscher and Rybak, cited above, these final consonants are in general beuer
prcserved in Geonic Aramaic than in standard BTA.

Boyarin 1976b: 103.
'siste¡s,'e.g. Nazir.

By

'certain tractates' Boyarin apparently refers

to

Nedarim and its

100 q¡. e.g. N:'ttl 't

l0l
lo2

am going' for tt:b'N, See Boyarin 1976b: 104. Nltl* appears in the bowl
texts, too. See below. Note also Modem Mandaic lemallal 'I said to her.' See Boyarin
1976b: 106.

Boyarin 1976b: l04ff. Cf. Syriac /nettel/ which may be argued as coming from /netten l-l.
See Brockelmann 1962; 87.

Boyatin 1976b¡ l04ff.
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say.'103 The deveþment of non-verbal forms, such as ì11 (for !ìh),
with
is not dealt
in Boyarin's article.l0a
The word-final consonants are generally preserved in the bowl texts. Ho$/ever,
contrary examples a¡e also found, especially as regards /n/, which is omiued far

f

tmal'I will

more often than the other consonants. Examples of omission of these consonants
arc found bottr in nominal and in verbal forms, and they will be noted in the course
of this study.l05 In addition, note the following examples discussed below:

(a) lbl

lltl 'again,' which appears frequently in the bowl texts (e.9.
'again, I charm' in AIT 4:4; ttt{t{t{ |'Tn flfl 'again, this is?' in
N&Sh 4:l¡,100 is generally written with the fnal bet, only sporadically ì11, e.g. AB
F:1, Ge D:12 (see also IV.9). In søndard BTA, ln is the regular form, whercas
lllì appears in most other dialects, including TO and the va¡iant readings of
¡.d*i-.107 fn is very common in Geonic Aramaic, too.lo8 In addition to ìll, no
instances showing elision of the final lb/ occur in our texts.l09
The opening particle

l{lìOñ !ìfì

(b) The finat idl is maintained in the script.

(c) lml
The final /rnl is maintained in the script as exemplified by the following instances:
The common pronoun O9(')'lril '(some)thing' is always written with the final E(e.g. tlJr!'T Et9!l'n b>ì 'andevery evil thing' in N&Sh 3:2), as opposed to 'J!lf

in standa¡d BTA (see below f{.T.Interrogative and Indefiníte Pronouns).rro
Nore Ë'ñP in ZRL 4 as against standard BTA illP.lll ¡çp is standard in
TO, and the final mem is also generally preserved in Nedarim and Geonic Ara-

.¡".112
103 Fot details, see Boyarin 1976b: 104ff., especially p. 105.
104 In the case of fìlì, /w/ is apparently assimilated to the preceding lúl; ht

was apparently
pronounced as a voiced bilabial continuant [w] in BJA, as is probable io thc light of the fact
that'Ëtt may be spelled 'lNlñ or llìtl. See Malone 1973: 161; Kutscher l97la: c. 280.

105 por instance,

lo6

the omission of the final /n/ will be noted e.g. in tV.8. Inflection
IV.10,2. Impe{ect, and lV.10.4. Participles,

Not" also e.g. AIT 2:1,

Nouns,

5.

107 5.. Kutscher l97la; c.279; Rybak

loE

of

1980: 93. Mandaic has

mn (ibid.).

Rybak l98o:93.

109 ¡o1ç also the possible variants of fìn,
tln (Go ll:8, t4), ìflñ (Go G:6) and ì:n (Go
G:ll), discussed below in IV.9. Notes on Prepositions and Adverbs, The laner two may

lo
III
I

attes! to the assimilation of /b/

5."

- probably pronounced

[w]

-

to the prcceding /u/.

also Epstein 1960: 19.

Cf. Morag 1988: 216; Epstein 1960: 9O; Kutscher t97la: c. 280.
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lnl

(d')

The final /ry' is mostly retained in the orthography, e.E.]'! is regulù instead of
standard BTA'J, which is rae,ll3 but also instances indicating its omission a¡e
rather commonly met with. Plenty of instances of both the forms with the lnl preserved and those with it omitted are given and discussed below in ÍY.8. Inflection of
Nouns, N.l, Irdependent Personal Pronouns, [V.3. Stffixed Pronouns, IV.l0.l.
Perfect,Iv.l0.2. Imperfect, and IV.10.4. Participles. In BTA, the omission of the
f:r¡,al lnl is especially prominent in pronominal and verbal suffixes.l ta In tt¡e bowl
texts, instances a¡e found especially in nominal forms (masc. pl. ending r- instead of
J'-), Note, howeveç that it is often problematic whether a pl. form ending in rshould be understood as a pl. noun (or adjective) in the abeolute stare, with the elision of the final /r/, or in the emphatic state, with the ending -ã. Instead, the omission is infrrequent in pronominal and verùal endings. Below follow some instances
showing (1) omission and (2) preservation of the final /r¡l. As noted, the instances

with the ftnal nun presenred a¡e far more cornmon,
(l)'ì)r:rbf 'against yourhearts' (N&Sh 13:14);t15

nìsÞ .')n''¡in $þt

'and
!)rÐit
(N&Sh
do not be afraid to shout'
7:6);tt0 ')ml 'f>Þ
'overû¡med are the
stan and theplanets' (N&Sh 23¡.ttt
(2) Jì)Þ'Tt 'may they lie' (N&Sh 3:2); ]'!)) 'stars' (AIT 4:4);l la 'l'ìñtl 'you'
1¡fI 4:7);l le Jrlt0nì J'Ð'rP l'>ñþn 'holy and pious angels' (N&Sh 2Z:5).
(e)

N

The final /U is almost always preserved in the script. The best example of its elision
is'l'! 'let us go' (N&Sh 13:15,19).120 'P) may be compared with the conesponding 3rd p. masc. sg. form þ'1': in AIT 6:11.

lll'llilI

go' (AIT 6:6), which apparently testifies to tlrc same phenomenon.lzl Note, however, that in the same text rve have an imperfect form with
the final lamed,i.e. b't': (AIT 6:ll).
Note also

I

12 Rybâk lg8o:

lt3
I

14

I

l5

I

E.g.nÞo

89.

hllrì' nbr ¡': îli:ø rì)Jrì' J'!

'whetherl know his name or not' (N&Sh 5:4).
For BTA, see Kutscher l97la: c.281. See also tV.9. Notes on Prepositions and Adverbs.
Kutscher 19?la: c. 280.

Þ- insread of ¡ì)-.
16 $n:!n instead of
¡'bnì'n.

l7 '¡'¡¡ instead of ¡')'Ðit.
ll8 Asemendedby Epstein (1921:33).

I

I
|

19 ìlì¡q in standard BTA. See Epstein 1960: 20.
20 Note wtyzh ina Syriac bowl N&Sh l:l l, which

l2l

may be from the same root.

Cf. Boyarin 1976b: 104ff. In AtT 9:l we have, as emended by Epstein, fr:Þ['pø] as opposed to lqyn' in a Syriac parallel (AIT 32:3). See the discussion in Epstein l92l1. 37. Tlp
Syriac AIT 32 shows many features typical of BTA. See Montgomery lgl3: 2ZB-22g.
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(Ð

ltl

No certain instances of the omission of /r/ are known ûo me in the bowl texts. To
give but one example, the verb lÊtl appears with the final rei in our texts (e.g.
lllN 'he said'in N&Sh 21:3) as opposed to standard BTA, which ¡¿s ¡¡t¡.122
CONCLUSIONS
The fact ttrat the bowl æxts generally presenrle the word-final consonants lbl, ldl,
lml, lnl, /V, and /r/ links these texts with the more conservative dialects - such as TO
and Nedarim - as opposed to standard BTA. This is in accordance with the general
conservative character typical of tt¡e bowl texts. Note, however, that instances
showing omission a¡e also found, a fact which may suggest tlnt the forms with
omission of the final consonants reflect featr¡res of the actual vemacular. At least
one text, N&Sh 13, deviates from the majority and shows more instances
omission than is regular in our texts.l23

of

the

III.4. YOD AND }YÁW AS COUNTBRPARTS OF S¡/W¿,
There are no words in the magic bowls accompanied by vowel-signs. In any case,
bowl texts can be used to illuminaæ some points in the development of the BJA
vowel system. The points a¡e (a) the vocal shwa in BJA; (b) vowels in the fmal
position; (c) the development of. * l-al.
In our texts, the lettet yod appears quite often in a place where - on the basis of
vocalized æxts and reading traditions - one would expect a vocal shwa (shwa
mobile\ to occur.l24 Montgomery pointed out: 'As in the Mandaic orthography the
iewãis frequently designated by t, a circumstance which throws light upon ürc minor vocalizationr.tl25 In this he is followed by several scholars, notably Rossell,l2ó
Harviainen.l2E The letter waw is exceptionally emNaveh and Shaked,t21
^6
ployed as a counterpart of tlrc expected shwa, too. It should be emphasized,
Epstein concludes that it is of Jewish origin. See Epstein 1922:
that.fqya' in AIT 32 testifies toJA influence, too.

122 cf. Kutscher 19?la: c.280.
123 Note the following examples: rr) 'let
(14); t'l'lìp) (16);
mostly preserved.

ïrl

4lff.

Hencæ, we

could argtæ

Þtlt)!

'against your hearts'
us go' (lines 15,19);
(16). Yet in this text, too, the final consonants underdiscussion a¡e

124 I t f.t

to 'Classical Aramaic,' i.e. Biblical Aramaic, TO/TJ, and Syriac. Cf. BarAsher "specially
1988: 39ff.

125 Montgornery l9l3:30.
126 Rosselt 1953: 14, 20. He states,'As in

Mandaic, Sewa is frequently designated

(Rossell 1953:20).

127 ¡uu"¡, &

Shaked 1985: 32. They state, 'The shwa was sometimes written with a yod.'

128 Harviainen l98l:

4, 23.

by '.'
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however, that in most cases an expected sl¡wa remains unmarked by yod or by any
other letter
Sot"ß,

p<ltwt¡s m-lolil:

(a) yod

nnl:'l

'and her daughter' (N&Sh 2:4); 'û)!!ì 'and women' (N&Sh 2:4); ElØ'f
'in the name' (N&Sh2:6);t29 OlÞ'n Sþl 'that she may not curse, (N&Sh 2:9);t30
ìiDrì!Ð 'fhey have explained' (N&Sh 5:4,5);l3l lìnrÐ') .you are roped, (N&Sh
5:7¡;ttz'>') (N&Sh 6:3; AIT 7:9);rt3 JprïDrnt .rhar you may silence' NASh
6:9);l3a ñþnl'nl 'and who frightens' (N&Sh ?:8);t3s 'l)n'Ðþì .and idolspirits' (AIT 6:1);136 1r¡rr¡r¡ (AIT l3:7);13? ]til'n,'$ liÞì .and from their mother'
(AlT 3:3);138 1uo'n n)t ...itb:n'n ñþl 'rhar you should not injure... nor bewilder' (AIT 7:16);l3e lrgrpr¡ 'seized' (NASh 23:l); ìÐ.Ttrì ,rhey chased'
(N&Sh 12b:9¡;la0 r:r:nr) 'like snakes' (N&Sh 13:ll¡;llt 'fþ)') ,like dogs'
(N&Sh 13:10); Ì'ìnrtrì' $b 'you do nor know' (N&Sh I3:17);t+2
ìn''ñ't lt¡r'>$þÞ t\tÐ¡, 'ren of their angels who came, (N&Sh l3:21¡;tt3
'l'nil'þ (Go 2:l);laa nrTrt 'it descended' (Pa +¡.tcs

(b)waw

ìil:'Ð1Tl': 'let us chase them' (N&sh

13:19);

them'(AIT 28:4).
129 or should we read Eìøì: ? cf. ¡tlçìn?, which
is

ìì¡to'ììÐ'n 'she shall sprinkle

pronounced lbúhu¡ro]

in the

yemeniæ

reading tradition of BTA. See Morag 1988: 92.

130
I3

I

3r¿ p. fem. sg. imperfect of the roor oìb.

A pe. perfect,3rd p. masc. pl. of the roor

132 A pl,

øì8.

Cf. Jastrow 1903: 1242-1243.

passive participle of the root nÐ> + the enclitic personal pronoun 2n<l p. pl.

133 For'>5.
134 A po. imperfect ofthe root pn@. Cf. Jasrow 1903:
1640.
A po. participle of the root þn'1.

"5
136
$r>ns e.g. in N&Sh t2t9; t3:7:23:t.
137 6pl.

138

l39
l4o

¡lltfll ì!i: 'from their father and from their mother, (AIT 3:3).
Both are apparently pa. imperfect forms. See also Montgomery t9l3: 153.
Cf. tÐ-nì in a parallel l2a: ó.

1firn'tl ¡Þt

l4l ')
t42
143

144

Cf.trlJ[f in Jasrrow 1903: 1254.
participle of the root Bìt. Epstein (1921: 45) translates .ils parent.,

for

-)

Cf. e.g.

is wetl attested in BTA.

ln'l?g

listed in Epstein t960: 41.

6 the context llì'$

woud not make any sense ds üt af.form, lñrtt appeârs later in the same

line, too. See also Naveh & Shaked 1985:214.
For

145 1¡"

irn54';r!.

inrerpretation ofthe form is uncertain, but
roor nn:. Cf. nn¡/¡'l't-l¡ in Jastrow 1903: 892.

it

may be 3rd p. masc. sg. perfect from the
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DISCUSSION
The use of yod and waw as counterparts of the expecæd vocal shwa is connected
with the complicated problem of vowel reduction in A¡amaic. As for the dating of
the reduction

of short vowels in unstressed open syllables, various positions have
hl, htl, and lal took place in the

been taken: some schola¡s argue that the reduction of

early Imperial Aramaic (Official Aramaic) period, while others assume that the reduction of short vowels took place much later.l46 For instance, Klaus Beyer asserts
that the short vowels were pr€served in unstressed open syllables until the middle
of the 3rd century ç.g.la7 Stephen A. Kaufman, in his important article dealing
with the subject, comes to the conclusion that the evidence adduced by Beyer
proves only that the total reduction (i.e. reduction of ulra-short vowels to the central
vowel or to zero) took place at a late date, i.e. in the 3rd century C.E.; the process
itself was gradual and began much earlier, in the Achaemenid period.las Similar

thoughts on tlre dating of the reduction have been expressed by Rudolf Macuch,
who considers the phenomenon to be of East A¡amaic origin.lag
Some taces of redr¡ction can be seen in the Uruk incantation from the 2nd
century 3.ç.g.ls0 It is noteworthy from our point of view that the lenæ yod
probably represents shwa ln the Uruk incantation.lsl Kaufrnan argues that at this

ttp 2nd century B.C.E., f/ was already pa¡tially reduced
in open unstressed syllables, while /u/ and lal were at the beginning of the reduction
process.ls2 He also emphasizes that ttre situation reflected in ttre Uruk incantation
stage of development, i.e.

may actually point back to earlier times: the text may be a copy of an earlier version,
and, moreover, religious texts 'tend to be conservu¡¡u".t|53 In a similar way, evidence from the Greek nanscriptions in the New Testament and elsewhere suggest

-

146 ¡or

details, see the review and discussion in Kaufman 1983; 47ff. and the literature given

there.

147 4s reviewed in Kaufman 1983:47-48. See also Beyer 1984: l28ff.
148 Kaufrnan 1983: 48ff. In Hebrew, the reduction process of short vowels in

open unstressed

syllables is generally ttrought to have begun ea¡lier than the 3rd century C.E. The process is
attributed to Aramaic influence on the Hebrew reading traditions (see Harviainen 1986: 166).
Harviainen is of the opinion that in Hebrew the 'final blending of vowel qualities in open
unstressed syllables took place in Southem Palestine not earlier than the 5th century A.D.'
(Harviainen 1986: 169.)

149 5.. Macuch 1982:61ff.
150 gu"n though short vowels in unacc€nt€d, open syllables are generally retained in the Un¡k
incantation, 'there is the beginning of the tendency toward elimination.' For instance, ga[a]b-rïe appears alongside ga-ba-ri-e. Go¡don 1939: lll. See also Kaufrnan l9E3:48-49.
l5l Kaufmanståtes,'we must allow for the possibility that i regularly indicates sl¡slra in this

texl'

Kaufrnan 1983: 48. Gordon, for his part, argues that 'vocal .f¿w¿ aPpears as
Uruk incantation Gordon 1939: ll0-111.

152
l

s3

Kaufman 1983: 48.
¡6¡6.

i' in the
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according to Kaufrnan
the total reduction.l

54

47

that the reduction took place gradually from a fül vowel to
He assumes that ttre reduction of /l probably preceded ttrat of

-

¡^¡.t55 During the first centuries C.E., various Aramaic dialects displayed different
kind of development trends in the üeaEnent of ultra-shof vowels which originafed

in the reduction process of the original full vowels; for instance in Syriac 'all ultrashort vowels reduced to zero,' while in some others the sinration was much more
complex.¡5ó

Forms parallel to our examples with yod and waw as counterparts of the expected shwa are found in various A¡amaic dialects of the Middle and Late A¡amaic
periods. Forms with in place of the såwa of the Tiberian tadition are also found

ì

in Babylonian Hebrew andin Hebrcw documents from Qumran, e.g. l!ìlÐ'.157
As noæd above, it is possible that alleady in the Uruk incantation, yod is used
to desþaæ væal shwa. A few instances of the employment of yod and waw in this
function are known to me in the orthography of TO and TJ, e.g.
]Tt)ìOpr;
¡¡¡¡rþr¡1r.158 Note, however, that in t!rc vocalimtion of TO - which appæently
reflecg a Babylonian tradition - we find examples which are in keeping with BJA,
including our texts. For instance, reduced vowels are avoided after laryngeals and
g. /' inãS/. I 59
the l.ane Aramaic period, one finds forms relating

pharyngeals,

e.

In
to those of our texts in
various dialects. In BJA, we find instances of yod as the reflex of shwa in pa.

t{!Þ) '!t'n $þ *nþn'ls; these are attested, for inslance,
in the Geniza MSS. of BT and Geonic works (see below IV.10.2. Imperfect).rúo
some MSS., such as MS. Hamburg, sporadically use yod to represent the expected
shwa tn the participle prefixes.lól The Geonic work Halakhot pesuqot commonly
employs yod n this function both in pa. imperfect prefixes and sometimes in pa.
imperfect prcfixes, e.g.

154 Kaufman

1983: 49. Further evidence for the conclusion
adduced by Kaufman on pp. 51ff.

of the process in the 3rd ccnûlry is

155 K-fto- 1983:50,55.
156 Kaufman 1983:55.

15?

See Yeivin l9?2: 256ff.; Qimron l9?8: 83, 90. Examples with tull vowels in place of
Tiberian såwas a¡e also familiar from some Palestinian punctuations of Heb¡ew texts.

Harviainen 1986: 169.

158 cit"d in cook 1986: 116. cf.
ììJ,oììÐ'n cited in rhe examples above. In the former
example, røw 1-5to-¡ appears as a counterpart of the expected såwa, while in the latter yod
(-bt>-) ocrurs with the same function.

159 5"" Boyarin 1978:146. cf. Nø)!R which commonly
appears in rhe bowt texts (e.g. N&sh
6:6). Note that in /'inãV, qameg is given in irs etymological form, t-al. I am nor, of course,
claiming that the rcfloct of qame¡ in BJA was l-al, I am just nor willing to take the question
into account here. See below lll.6.Waw as a cowterpan o/*/ã/ (qameS).

160 5"6 Morag 1973a:

l6l

¡5id.

64.
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participle prefixes, too (see also IV.10.4. Participles).162 According to Morag, yod
is the rule in imperfect preñxes with regular verbs, but appears less commonly with
weak verbs.ló3
Importantly, the Yemeniæreading tradition of BTA has ttre vowel i in the 3rd
p. masc. sg. and pl. imperfect form irrespective of whether yod is in the ftøiv or not
(i.e. -'þl¡: or -)/¡). In other persons, såwa is pronounced as an ultra-short [a], the
regular counterpart of shwa in the Yemenite reading uadition.l6a By contrast, our
texts show examples wherc yod apparently stands for shwa in other persons than
the 3rd p. masc.,

of which we have no certain instance (see the examples above).
Noæ that in the preñxes of participles, i is unattested in the Yemenite tadition,lós
as opposed to the spellings of the t)?e ]'nrrPn (AIT l3:7) and 'f 'ptØ'n (Go 5:l)
in our texts (see also W.10.4. Participles).
Mandaic has a full vowel in many places where other Aramaic dialecg have
shwa (mobíle ot quiescens); this is the case, for instance, in pa. imperfect prefixes,
but inpø. participle prefixes only when attached to suffixes.l66
Sometimes yad designates an expected shwa mobile in the West A¡amaic
dialects, too, including, for instance, Targum Ne,ophyti,l67 PsJ,l68 and Palestinian
Christian 6¡¿¡¡¿¡s.169 The rait is common in the Palestinian Christian fua¡naic.l?0
Shelomo Morag assumes that the use of yod as a counterpart of shwa in various MSS. and the corresponding pronunciation in the Yemeniæ reading radition of
BTA does not indicate a general phonetic development, since the vowel i is not the
basic reflex of. shwa.tlt Instead, goes the argument, i is used in pa. prefixes (and
elsewhere) as an analogy to the use of tlris vowel in tlre corresponding forms in pe.
and other stems.l12 It may well be so, but in the light of our texts other possibilities
exist.

162

Se€ Malone 1973:163 and Morag 1973a
restricted to verfu mediae wawlyod.

65,In participle prefixes, the trait is apparently

163 lbid.

164 Morag

1988: 93. Note that in this respect the Yemenire reading tradition diffen from ttre
tradition of Halakhot Pesuqot and from that of the bowl texts. The latter, too, make no

distinction between the 3rd p. and otherpersons.

165 ¡5¡¿

t66 5r" Macuch 1965t
167 colomb
168

c*¡

127-129: Malone 1973:163; Harviainen 1981:23.

1985: 19.

1986:

ll3ff.

ló9 Bar-Ashcr 1988: 39-40.
| 70
B*-Arh"r (ibid.) cites plenty of examples of both yo d utd waw.

l7l

sometimes occur in the same function. See also Müller-Kessle¡

In addition, 'aleph

and lw

l99l:54,

Morag 1988: 93.

172 lbid. Note that the Yemenite

reading tradition displays many instances with vaciltation
full vowel, either short or long. Morag 1988: 92.

between an ultra-short vowel and a
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How are the instances attested in the bowl texts and elsewhere best accounæd
for? It should be noted that the disnibution of yod as a counterpart of sl¡wa is
greater in the bowl texts than in the othe¡ BJA taditions, where it is mostly
restricted to the verbal forms discussed above. Therefore, there remains the
possibility, also pointed out by Morag,l73 that the realization of shwa was a vowel
of í type in BJA or in some of its suMialecß.l74 It is indeed possible, as Morag
admits, that the realization of shwa in the Yemeniæ reading hadition of BTA (the
basic reflex) as an ultra-short [aJ may be due to Tiberian influence; Babylonian
Hebrew has the same reflex.l7s wemay thus conclude that the bowl texts reflect a
BA tradition which has a vowel of i-colour - eitlrer a full vowel or an ultra-short
vowel - as a realization of shwa mobile in other Aramaic traditions. Further evidence is provided by ttre fact that i is indeed used in BJA as an auxiliary vowel.l76
Note that we cannot either absoluûely exclude the possibility that )od stands for a
vowel (or an ultra-short vowel) of e type. As is well known, shwa is pronounced as
[e] in many Hebrcw-A¡amaic pronunciation taditions,lTT though the fact ttrat i is
found both in the Yemenite reading tradition and in Mandaic makes it less likely
thatyod would stand for e in tlre bowl æxts. The problem under discussion is also
dealt with by Tapani Han¡iainen. He states:
we can conclude that gyg in the prefixes of pa.(el indicates a 'full' vowet (i) as in
Mandaic. Consequently, we have here one more isogloss which testifies in favour of
the larger dispcrsion of the Mandaic diatect type in the past.'1 78

fait of the bowl texts to be one of the sæalled
¡""¡uo.l79 In actual fact, we have little information which
would enable us !o say anything c€rtain about the quanrity of these vowels. The
Yemenite reading tnadition yietds instances with vacillation between an ulta-short
Harviainen considers this

'Eastem Aramaic koiné'

vowel (shwa nøbile) and a full vowel; in the latter case, both short and long vowels
occux.180 Further, Mandaic as well as Palestinian Christian A¡amaic often have a
full vowel in places where some other A¡amaic taditions, notably Biblical Aramaic,
have either shwa mobile or shwa quiescens.rBl Hence, it is evident that in the Late
173

174
175

see Morag 1973a:64,
Bo*,1 texts are one of the pieces of evidence which may imply such a possibility (ibid.).

Morag emphasizes that even though this were the case, we can still argue that in some
subdialects of BJA, the pronuncìation of såw¿ happened to be equal to the Tiberian tradition
(i.e. an ultra-short [a]). See Morag 1988: 92, n. 4. See also Morag 1963: l35ff.

176 Cf. e.g. Boyarin 1978: 146.

177

ço, details, see Morag

l97l:

cc. ll3?-1138.

178 Hutuiuin"n l98l: 23.
179 ¡5¡¿. See also 1.2.4.1.'Koiné'

180

See Morag 1988:92.
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Aramaic period, various A¡amaic dialects went through different kinds of development trends in the treatnent of ttp ultra-short vowels. The picture reflecæd in the
bowl texts remains apuzzle for various reasons. First, no consistency may be noted
in the use of yod: sometimes it appears as a counterpart of the expected shwa mobile
and sometimes not, Some texts, especialty N&Sh 2, use

it

more frrequently than
others, but no text does so consistently. Secondly, yod sporadically appears as a
counterpart of the expectÃ shwa quiescens. Note, for instance, lfitn'f)ì 'and to
their house' in AIT l2:2 and elsewhere. Further, sometimes yod is attested in places
where its significance remains obscure. Compare, for instance, ìnrnlPf in my
frame' (Go 11:l) with'lli!ìpl in AIT 2:l and elsewhere.ls2 \ryhile it seems that
yodherc indicates a vowel of a type, could we argue that this implies that såw¿ was

of this colour in keeping with the Yemenite reading radition?
Yet, while no other instances are found where yod expresses an expected a vowel,
the spelling here is probably an error, This kind of instance reminds us how diffirealizerl as a vowel

cult it is to draw conclusions on the basis of texts which abound with more or less
corrupt spellings.
The most - I believe - that we may say with certainty is that tlre bowl texts
imply that at least some BJA dialects had a vowel of i type (a full vowel or a corresponding ultra-sho¡t vowel) as the counterpart of a vocal shwa tn some other
A¡amaic traditions. The existence of a vowel of i type is also confirmed by
Mandaic. The form ìllìtl (see the examples below) intimate that a similar vowel
was used with laryngeals, too.l83 'ìlliñ may be compared with lDl!ñ in our texts
and elsewhere; both of them may possibly yield a full vowel in the initial syllable.l8a
In addition to cases in which yod is used as a counterpaft of the expectû shwa
mobile, the texts occasionally yield instances with yod indicating an anaptyctic
vowel. The best example is lì!.tþ'qitn (for 1tn)ørn) which appears frequently in
these texts, e.g. in Go l:3. It may be compared with lamþiryeh 'to read it' in

Halalihot Pesuqor, the replacement of CVCCaCV by CVCiCCV is well attested
both in BJA and in the vocalization of TO rt61¡.t8s

l8l

See Macuch 1965: l2?ff.; Bar-Asher 1988:39-40; Müller-Kessler l99l: 54. Our ¡exts as
well as other BJA texts attest instances where it is apparent ùat instead of an ultra-short
vowçl we have a full vowel. Insta¡rces are cornmon after laryngeals and pharyngeals, e.g.
'þÞ'tl 'eat' (N&Sh 7:8); and ilol'll which appean frequentþ. Cf. Epstein 1960: ó8 where,
for example, bt)$ is listed. See also Boyarin 1978:.146.

182 p*lllr". instances of this noun both in BJA and Mandaic arc given in þstein l92l:3O.
183 As a counterpart of tp¡af pataþ in some other JA traditions. According to the Hebrew
transliteration in Hunter 1996: 228, l"Ïo'¡t appears twice in HLJN (lines 3 and 4), but
according to the facsimile, the corroct reading is l!ì'Oñ. While this form is present in the
Latin transliæration as well, i'TorN is probably a printing error.

184 cf. Cook 1986:

I 15.
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Regarding the use ol waw in the verbal forms, exemplified above, it is imporas noted e.g. by Kaufrnan tlre letær waw ß regularly
employed to 'indicate a short ulo vowel' in 'post-Biblical' A¡amaic as opposed to
tant to bear in mind thât

-

-

Biblical Hebrew and fuabic, in which waw gerrcrally designaæs only long
vowels.lS6 The definition'short'here also includes 'ultra-short.'lE7 Hencæ, it is
apparent that the use of waw in spellings such as lï'o'nÐrn in the bowl texts and
elsewhere indicaæ either an unreduced vowel of the type ulo or a corresponding

ultra-short vowel (cf. the vocalization E]p in Biblical A¡amaic).I88 As pointed out
by Kaufman, reduced ¿ retained its quality better than a s¡ ¡.t89 Noæ that in
Babylonian Hebrew, a short ¡¡ is well preserved, too, in comparison with vowels of
i or ¿ colour.l9o
still one possibility remains: in our texts, Ihewaw is mostly used as a counterpart of the expected wøw tn verbal forms with suffixed 3rd p. pl. object pronouns,
as exemplified by]'ì)'o].lÐrh above. By contrast, for instance, imperfect forms
without suffixed pronouns show no instances with waw as the counterpart of the
expected shwa,

e.g.llboPrn in AIT 6:10 (further insrances

t85 S." Boyarin

1978: 146.

are listed below in
fV.I0.2. Imperfect). Therefore, it is possible ttrat the wawhasremained in the forms
with suffixes only because the 3rd p. pl. suffix is not a proper suffix, but an enclitic
form, which does not cause the reduction of tlre short vowel between the 2nd and
3rd radicals of a verb, in contast with all the other suffixes (see below rv.10.7.
verbs with object sttfixes). The fact thatwaw is not used as a counterpan or shwa
in the imperfect forms with no suffixed pronouns strengthens this theory.
we have plenty of instances suggesting tl¡at *ca + ca rcsulted in cic- in the
Aramaic represenúed in the bowl texts, e.g. il'lälDrJ 'in his name' (N&Sh 27:34;
AIT 3:5 and elsewhere).tel $ìlO:rl 'and on the mountain' (N&Sh 2:5); Jt¡tÐrf
(N&Sh 27:1); ttñttÏl 'and in the village' (N&Sh 2:5); tïi!Ðrbì 'of rhe heaven,
(N&Sh 2:8); Tlt'ÞìT (l?a:3);te2lìiT:"'T 'whereby' (AIT 9:6); itøn:rl .of cop
per' (N&Sh l2a:3);D)ø': 'in ¡race' (N&Sh l3:9). Inconsistencies abound in the
spelling, e.g.]l!rì J'lll 'and sons and daughters' (AIT 3:2). The same development, i.e. *Ca + Ca > CiC-, is evident in BJA in general and in trc vocalízation of
TO/TJ, which is generally assumed to represent a Babylonian hadition.l93 In ad-

l8ó See Kaufrnan 1983:49.
r87

See ibid.

8E Not"

the Hebrew idiom ìtl9ø: 'with the hollow of his hand,' in N&sh l2a:t where waw
isusedasacounterpart of þatef qame¡ of theMasoretictradition,cf.iÞqrJ; fls.40:12).
189 S"" Kaufman 1983:50.
t

l9o y.iuin

tgl
t92

1973:63.

We may assume \pte; *ba+lam¿lr > Ai5met/.

A po. participle 'unique;' the parattel bowl N&Sh l2b has Tnñi:.
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dition to the vocalization of TO, the phenomenon may be noted e.g. in the vocalization of Halak:hot Pesuqot.rg4 The vowel is of i colour also when preceding f1, as
is apparent in the light of the following instances: $n'nntl 'and sealed' (N&Sh
2:5);tes'l'if'nnrl (N&Sh 2:8).
Such examples as

tl.ì'ìllfrl

and

tllìlll''ì

suggest that

- in accordance with ûre

Babylonian fadition - that the vowel is of i colour also when preceding a labial
consonant,l96 as opposed to the Tiberian vocalization tradition, which has a labial
vowel.l97

BJA, including the bowl texts, are opposed in the neaunent of *Ca + Ca by
Syriac in which the combination results ¡ çoç-.t98 Mandaic probably occupies a
position intermediate between BJA and Syriac, with inconsistencies in the orthography: ìtllï!ì alongside ìtt:lt¡f in *rc ¿"r"6.'199

ULs. WORD.FINAL VOWELS
In the bowl texts, vowels in final position are in the great majority of cases retained
in the orthogaphy, as indicaæd by matres lectionis. The presence of the final
vowels, at least in the orthography, may be unexpected in the light of the common
presumption that these texls were written by poorly educated scribes, who often
wrote more or less as they spoke.200
As is well known, the vowels in unsEessed open syllables at the end of a word
have a tendency to disappear in East ¡2¡o¡".201 Syriac mostly preserves the
originally long final vowels in spelling (ketiv), though their disappearance is evident
in speech (qere).zo2In Mandaic, the final unshessed vowels were omitted from the
script as rvsll203 In the orthography used for BJA, the final unstressed vowels a¡e
193 5"" Boyarin 1978: 146. See also Yeivin 1985: l15l-1152,
194 See e.g. Morag 1988: 46. The same is apparent in the Yemenite
have, for instance, [bi5lamå]. See Morag 1962:235. Compare

reading tradition, where we
exemplified above.

Þbø'ì

195 r*ihti^ôt.

196 5"g Yeivin 1985: ll5l-1152.
197 As reflected in the Tiberian vocatization of Biblical Hebrew and Biblical
instance, Ioüon & Muraoka l99l: 348; Rosenthal 1974:37-38.
198 Nold"k. r898:30.
199 cf. Nöldeke 1875r l0-l l.

200

2ol

See above

I.l. Magic

Was the vowel something like [æ]

bowls: Preliminary remarks

Aramaic. See, for

?

uÅ1.2.4. The langwge of the Arantaic

magic bowls.
See Kutscher

l97la: c. 275; Kaufman 1997:

l2l.

Note that this elision concems the origi-

nally long vowels, while the reduction and elision of shon vowels in open
syllables is a pan-Aramaic feature. See e.g. Kaufman 1997:

202 See e.g. Kutscher 1971a: c. 2?6;
203 M"cuch 1965: 132-133.

Nöldeke 18981 35-36.

l2G'l2l.

unstressed
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sometimes presenred and sometimes have disappeared. This is due to the fact that
BT yields alongside each other forms from the different phases of Aramaic, e.g.

bop

a,tongside rÞop for the 3rd p. masc. pl. perfect fonn.204 In his important
review-a¡ticle on BJA gramrnar, Kutscher argues repeatedly tt¡at in actual fact the
situation indicaæd by the Syriac qere as well as by Mandaic was a reality in BJA,
199.205

SoÀ¡¡ nqsrANæs \\IITI{ THE FTNAL uNsrREssED vo\r,E¡.s pREsERvED IN THE oRTItocRApt{y:

rþ 1¿rï5

1¡¡

'they already explained ro me' (N&Sh 5:5);
$)ìO:u 'I
(N&Sh
upon
him'
'fall
7:6);
tÞñtr
'illþ9 'bìÐ
'seal and bind' (N&Sh 27:5-6); $lþ 'to us' (AIT 8:7); ¡19ìtt'ì ñ,nø ìtbfnr$

guard

')'þ
lìþt{ì

you' (AIT 7:9);

JìiIfrT

'whereby heaven and earth are swallowed up ' (AIT 9:6).

Soræn<¡r"eus

INDICATTNG

omssroN oFTHEFTNAL uNsrREssED votvELs:

]l)nnìn b':pt 'and accept your exorcism' (AIT 18:9);206 ñmtl)ì ñnDø
n:n'ltl ñnËìnñl 'the curses (masc, pt.) (lrt. 'names') and ttre proscription (fem.
of ttrcm?) fell' (AIT 2:6);
(N&Sh l2a:41;207 'ìì3P nlnr$ 'the sick rose' (N&Sh l3:20¡.zoa
sg.?) and the ban (fem. sg.?) which (all

In addition, we have instances where final ì-

fifiÐ

'open'

it is unexpected. For
instance, we attest to a couple of instances of fem. pl. imperatives with the ending ì-.
rWhile we also find instances where the form with no ending (i.e. masc. sg.) appean
both in place of an expected masc. pl. and in place of an expected fem. sg., we may
appears where

of endings in the plural is a fuither indication of the
omission of the final vowels in the imperative forms (see below IV.10.3. Imperaassume tl¡a¡ the confusion
tives).2@

In sum, in all the relevant parts of the grammar, including such as personal and
suffixed pronouns,2to perfect forms,2ll and imperatives,2lz the final unst¡essed
204 SeË Kutscher 1962:167.
205 5o Kutscher 1962: l65fÍ.,where

the omission of rhe final unstressed vowets is discussed in
connection with the 3rd p. pl. perfect forms. See also Margolis 19l0: 14.

206 )taV app€ars in place of rhe expected tb'!p.
20? For"*p.cted'nn5.
208 For lntn'ñ.
209 ¡ep that in Mandaic the sg. form is mostly used for the plural.

zl0

Syriac, the qere being identical with the form
2l

I

See

Macuch 1965:274275.

E.g. 'ñ*ì appears as the independent persona! pronoun for the 2nd p. sg, fem., as opposed
to standa¡d BTA, which has ll$ for both genders. Notably, 'lìJñ appean as the þljv in

of

standard

BTA. Sec below IV.l.

I nde p e nde nt P e rsonal P ronouns.

The form of rhe 3rd p. masc. pl. is rcgularly t5op, wittr the final waw,
'they sent and injured' (N&Sh 2:9).

e.g.,ìt'lnl tlløì
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vowels are normally presewed, at least in the orthography. Note that ttre s¿rme ûext
may yield both forms with the omission and those with ttre final vowel presenred,
e.g.

ñlÞ nnÐ ilþ lìnñì 'and they said ro her: open for us' (N&Sh l?rr.4);2t3
!PÐì n'TPrì nìÐrt i)'nÞTt
'þ'f,pl '>o') 'þp'ÌD ]g) .now, take

ilin': l¡t

your divorce and re¡eive your adjuration and fly and flee and get out of her house'
(Go G: I 1- l2¡.2 I a Further instances are given and discussed in depth in connection

with each relevant chapær on morphology, see especially lY.I. Independent
Personal Pronouns, l\1.8. Itflection of Nouns, IV.10.1. Perfecr, and IV.10.3.
Imperatives. The fact that these vowels are preserved is in agreement with the
generally conservative character t'"ical of the bowl texts. Interestingly, N&Sh 13
shows far more instances of the omission than the bowl texts in general. In this text,

p. masc. pl., l-, is commonly omined (see below w.10.1.
Perfect). N&Sh 13 has other trends in common with standard 31¡.215 The forms
showing omission apparentþ indicate - as is generally assumed - that the ñnal
unstressed vowels were omitted in speech, even though the conservative scribal
the ending of the 3rd

tradition tends to preserve them in the orthography.

III.6. WAW AS A COUNTERPART OE *IãI (QAMEÇ)
As is well known, the phonology of BJA is rather imperfectly known,2l6 a fact
which is due to the lack of a fixed and generally-accepted vocalization tadition and
the unreliability of the printed editions o¡ 31.217 Our knowledge of Íhe vowel
system of BJA is based on different oral and written traditions. The most significant

of

these a¡e: (1) the oral tradition for reading BT preserved among the Jews of
Yemen; (2) the codex unicus of the Geonic work Halakhot Pesuqot which contains
a considerable number of vocalized words;218 (3) the vocalization of the Paris
manuscript of Halalùot Gedolotz|e (a) the Babylonian vocaliz¿tion of TO and TJ;
and (5) various vocalized fragments of BT preserved in tlre Cairo Ceniza.z20 Of

212

Pl. imperatives equally show forms with the ending ì- and those with no ending; in the 2nd
p. fem. sg., the form with the ending'- predominates over the one with no ending.

213 1¡s final waw is

preserved in the pl. perfect form'ììD,t\ 'they said,' but, by contrast, the
fem. ending of the imperative form is omitted in ltlìÐ 'open.' Moreover, $)b disagrees with
the standard BTA l-, with the final vowel omitted. See below lY.3. Suffixed Pronouns.

214 R.f"o to tìÞñ nl
'Rlltt!.
215 5." Y.Conclusions.
2l

ó

In the facsimile, the reading seems coûect.

As a matter of fact the same goes for the morphology as well.

217 See Morag 1969: 89.
218 MS. no. 263 of thc Sassoon library.

For this MS., see e.g. Kutscher L962: 173-174; Morag

1988: 45-46.

219 Cod"*

Paris 1402 of the Bibliothèque Nationale. The vocalization of Codex Paris 1402 and
that of MS. no.263 of lhc Sassoon library is Babylonian. Morag 1969: 89.
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impofance a¡e also some other MSS., such as the Hamburg Codex,22t and on the
other hand, Mandaic and syriac, which can be used in reconstucting the vowel
system of BJA. In conûast, the bowl texts - being unpointed - a¡e of lesser
importance in this respect. They, however, yield some spellings which may be
significance.

of

Notably, the letter waw is sometimes attested âs a counterpart of *lã1,222 e.g.

i'frnl' P)n'ì 'and

he strangled him' (N&Sh 12a:5; B l:5)i223 i''tøì:'ll 'lJ'J 'of the
sons of man' Go. H:3. Sporadically, we also meet with instances in which waw
appears for *lal, e.g. Þtttt 'came in' (N&Sh l2a:5); t$!l'ì 'of the sea' (AIT

23¡.22t In most of the cases, waw for *lal is apparcnt due to rt¡e labiat phonetic

environment.

þp

wru be discussedbelow.

of waw in place of *l-al are found both in A¡amaic and Hebrew
words (a full list of at least possible instances appears later in this chapær). These
spellings are used as a proof concerning the development of */ãl and the phonetic
value of its reflex in BJA. In what follows I shall present the different inærInstances

pretations ofthe spellings underdiscussion, analyze the evidence, and then endeavour to combine the wøws of the bowl texts with what is otherwise known about the

development

of. * l-al

in BJA.

DISCUSSION
It has been argued that the use of waw here indicates rounding of *fal in BJA (or at
least in some of its strands).225 Rossell states in his grammatical sketch:
The vowel letter ì often indicates qameç, showing that the tatter was pronounced ô in
Babylonia, with â > ô.'22ó

220 T¡Êliterary

22t
222

Cod. Hebr.

and oral radirions enumerated above are given in Boyarin

xlx,

l97g:

l4l.

Bibt. Hamb. For this MS., see Kurscher 1962: 174-175.

Sæ Rosselt 1953: 20; Naveh & Shaked 1985: 32. Tbe phenomenon is also noted by several
other scholars, such as Gordon, Morag, and Harviainen (see below). Boyarin (197g: 152)
maintains that 'there is, however, extensive use of w where historically */ã/ obtained.' Even
though I admit that there always remains the question how much is a lot, the argument that
there is 'extensive' use of waw is simply not true (see below).

223 nì' appearsforrì'.

224

Asemended by Epstein (1921:

225 Not"

3l).

that the rounding of */ã/ discussed in this chapter should, of course, be kept distinct
from the well-known 'Canaanite shift' in the /ã/ in the sressed position (cf. e.g. Segert
1997:176). There seems to prevail total chaos in the choice of phonetic a-signs in A¡anaic
studies. scholan, for insance, use ã and d side by side as a sign for a long a-vowel. Many
of theseinconsistencies are apparently due to 'font problems.' In this study, when trcating
the problem of the rounding of */-al, /ã/ equals fPA
and nor ÍpA lat. The rounding of
the latter to /c/ or /o/ would be quiæ exceptional. T?re choice oflã/ is due to purely rect¡n¡c4

ht,

f€asons.

226

Rossell 1953: 20. See also Naveh & Shaked l9B5: 32.
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Similar ideas

-

of course with different formulations

- have also been put forwad

by various scholars, such as Gordon,227 Morag, Sharvit, Boyarin, and Harviainen
(see below).

Morag argues that waw representing *þ/ testifies in favour of the hypothesis
of

a rounded realization of qames in Babylonia.22E He argues that spellings such as

JìnÐr)

and

trbìtï1

indicate that those who wrote these forms heard qameç as

approximating to the vowel o ('o-ll9'Dlì nfllPn il9lln)').229 A more precise
definition of the BIA qames is found in his later studies: qatnef , according to
Morag, was realized in BJA - and in Babylonian Hebrew - as a long rounded low
back vowel.230 '¡¡"r" wÍrs - in his view - both a quantitative and a qualitative
contrast between the reflexes of *l-al and *lal, viz. qamcç and pataþ.231 The
cornerstone of Morag's view is tlp fact that in the Yemenite reading tr¿dition of
BTA, qames is a rounded low back vowel.232 In that tradition, qame, and pataþ
are two different phonemes, although the merger takes place in many verbal and
nominal caægories.233 Morag maintains that BJA is in the middle of the process in
which the reflex of */ã/ merges with the reflex of *lal; t}e merger takes place in all
positions in East Syriac and in Mandaic.23a Note, however, fhat in the Yemenite
reading tradition, the opposition between qame{ arÅ patah is merely a qualitative
one, between a back vowel and a frontal one. Therefore, Morag has to assume that

the original quantitative contrast had become neutalized, only the qualitative one
rcmaining.235

227

See e.g. Gordon l94l: ll8, whe¡e he st¿¡tes 'lr¿ül often indicates 4aze¡ showing that the
latter was pronounced o in Babylonia.' Further, in Gordon L937: 89 he argucs tløa 'waw
sometimes indicates d, anticipating the Ashkenazic pronunciation of ô, as Dr. H. L.
Ginsberg has pointed out to me.' The realizations of qane¡ in different varieties of the
Ashkenazi pronunciation of Hebrew are [o] and [u]. See Morag l97l: c. 1127.

228 Mo.ug 1963: 102. Two main theories

have been present€d conceming the realization of lhe
Babylonian qames: some scholars, notably Benjamin Klar, Shelomo Morag, and Daniel
Boyarin, argue that it was a rounded back vowel, while some others, such as Paul Kahle and
as
Hanokh Yalon, have tried to prove that the Babylonian qanel wâß realized-ltú.e pataþ
a front vowel (pronounced [a] or the like). For different theories presented, see Sharvit 1974:
55,1-555; Boyarin 1978: l47ff. For details, see also Klar 1954: 43,32G328; Morag 1963:
lû2-103; Morag 1988: l0l; Kahle 1959:73-75; Yalon l97l:262-268.

-

229 Mo*g 1963: 102.
230 5". e.g. Morag 1988: 95, 98, l0l.

23r

lbid.

232 Morug'r

sign for this phoneme is å in Morag 1988, but /¿Í,1 in Morag 1962, a fact evidently
resulting from the fonts at his disposal at different times. See Morag 1962: 221;228;Møag
1988: 95, l0l. Further support for the rounded realization of qame; is provided by some
waw'¡ appears in
voc¿lizations used in Halakhot Pesuqot. Importantly, 14- (qamet
Halakhot Pesuqot as a variant of 14- @ataþ + waw). For details, see Morag 1988: tOI.

+

233 Morug 1988: 95ff.: Moragl962:22lff.
234 Morug 1988; 99-101. In Morag's terms: 'Þa

Pn9ãiì )n.'
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Boyarin, for his parl has interpreæd the data somewhat differently, and combined the waws of the bowl æxts with his overall theory conceming the development of *lal md*lálin BJA. In his extensive paper on the subject, Boyarin has
presented an altemative theory to that of Morag.23ó \ryhile Morag assumes that the
reflexes of the historical phonemes *¡a¡ and */-al werc still distinct in the Geonic
period (as shown by the Yemenite reading tradition and, Halakhot Pesuqot), tn rhe
model assumed by Boyarin, these phonemes were distinct only at the earliest phase
of development, which, according to Boyarin, is represented by the 'Babylonian
pointing of the Targums,' i.e. that of TO ¿¡16 1¡.237
Boyarin posits that there were three stages in the development of BJA vocalism: (a) an a¡chaic system which is represented in the Babylonian vocalization of

To

rJ

of the spoken language which is represenæd in the
vocalization of Halakhot Pesuqot, (c) 'an archaizing tradition' represenæd in the
Yemenite reading tradition, n Halaklnt Gedolot, and in other Geonic fragments.238
As noted, only at the earliest stage of the development ('the Archaic Babylonian
Aramaic Vowel System'), were the reflexes of.*lal and *l-aldistinct phonemes, but
the historical quantitative opposition had changed into a qualitative one, lal versus
/U in ttre notations of Boyarin.239 At ttre second stage, that of Halakhot pesuqot,
these phonemes were unconditionally merged, but the 'new phoneme lal had an
allophone ¡t1;2ao This allophone is indicated by the 'Babylonian qarneg,' miqpag
and

(b) the later system

pumma in the vocalized words of Halakhot Pesuqot.zat In Halal:hot Pesuqot, the
signs miqpaç pumma (the Babylonan qames'¡ and miftaþ pumma (the Babylonan
pataþ) a¡€ 'never in a position of contrast;' miqpaç pumma being a 'variable
conditioned variant of miftaþ pumma.'242 Thus, the signs miqpas pumma and
miftaþpumma represent allophones of the same phoneme.243

235 Morag 1962t 228.
236 For Boyarin's criticism of Morag's theory, see Boyarin 1978: 143-145.
237 Boyarin 1978: 145.
238 tui¿.
239 Boya.in 1978 145, 147, 153. The signs /U and apparently correspond
/U
to

lp|

to,l and lcl
respectively. If I have understood the matter corectly, there seems to be some incoherence in
the signs used by Boyarin: On page 146 he states that 'the opposition berween lal añ lâl ot

l¡l

wæ rephonologized,' but on page 153 he posirs the opposition

lal

versus lât.

lf

I

understand correctly, the sign /y' equals /ä/. Though it is sometimes diff¡culr to fotlow the
train of argument in Boyarin's article, the article is, nevertheless, an important attempt to
solve the problem conceming the deveþment of */a/ and */ã/ in BJA.

240 Boyarin 1978: 145, 154. On p. 154, Boyarin

pres€nts

'the l¿rer BJA Vowel System'

reflected in Halal,Jøt Pesuqot,

241 Boyarin

1978: 145.

242 Boyatin l9?8: 153. The basic condirioning

factor for the appearance of miqpa¡ pumma, i.e.

the Babylonian qameç, is that 'the following consonant must be a voiced continuant (or g )'
(ibid.). In addition, one finds a secondary factor which incrcases the frequence of miqpas
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Despite the unconditioned merger of these two phonemes, the earlier phonemic
opposition was still observed, at least among the leamed élite when reading the

Targum (or the Bible), and during the last stage, represented e.g. by the Yemenite
reading tadition, the opposition between the reflexes of *lal and *là1, vu. 'lal and
lâl or lclwas re-phonologtzn¿.'ztt To support his complicaæd model, Boyarin
presents many types of evidence.245 Among the material adduced in favour of his
theory, Boyarin exhibits the peculiar wøws of the bowl texts. Boyarin follows
Morag in maintaining ttnt the Babylonian qames. was originally a low back round
vowel.246 According to him, 'the naive spellings of.w (waw)for *lãl'a¡e indicative
of this - in addition to other sorts of evidence with similar implications.2{T ¡1"
states: 'These spellings show that at least some reflexes of *làl had merged with o
or were phonetically close to that vowel.'248 Howeveç he assumes as well that the
bowl æxts æstify in favour of the merger of the reflexes of the historical pho-

nemes*/ã/ and *lal in Geonic Anrnaic.24e He presents a twofold explanation for
the u¡arrys in our texts. Fi¡st, the unlettered scribes identified rIß lU - maintained in
the Hebrew and 'Targumic' words - as /ol.2so Thereforc - to Boyarin's mind - the
waws thus seem to be common with Hebrew and TO/TJ forms (see below).251 He
states: 'most of the cases of waw for *ã are where they would be predicted by my
hypothesis, i.e., in words whose form or context proves them Hebrew or Tarwildr. lal - goes the idea - in the vemacular, it was
most difficult for the unleamed to distinguish /å/ (when reading the Bible or the
Targum) from /o/. There remains a problem, as Boyarin admits: waw also appears
with non-Hebrew and non-Targumic words.253 The occunence of waw in these
words may be explained by the fact that they occur in environments where
Babylonian qame.s (miqpaç pumrru) - which represents allophonic [c] - occurs in

gumic.'252 Since /U had merged

- providing that the basic conditioning factor is present. This factor is a labial phonetic environment. For details, see ibid.

pumma

243 Boyarin 1978: 154.
244 Boyarin l9?8: 145-146, 155.
245 See Boyarin 1978: l46ff.
246 Boyarin 1978: 147,150, 152. Or should we say 'mid-low'

instead

of 'low'? Boyarin

refers

apparently to 'the A¡chaic Babylonian Aramaic Vowel System.'Cf. Boyarin 1978: 153.

247 Boyarin 1978: l4?ff.,especially l5t-152 and 155-158.
248 Boyarin 1978 152.
249 Boy"tin's main argument for the merger is the vocalization of Halakhot

Pesuqot.

Seæ

Boyarin 1978: 153ff. Furthermore, he presenß other kinds of evidence, including the spellings of the bowl texts under study here.

250 Boyatin 1978: l55ff.
?51 Boyarin l9?8: 155.
252 lbid.
253 Boyarin l9?8: l5Gl57.
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Halakhot Pesuqot.2sa Actually, this explanation may perhaps explain the u¿øws in
the Hebrew and 'Targumic' rvords, too.255 Thus, waw as a counterpart of historical
*fa/ represents basically the same phenomenon in ttte A¡amaic magic bowls as
míqpaç pwnma n Halakhot Pesuqoti the representation of an allophone. In
Boyarin's view, the occturence of waw as a counterpar¡of */àl in a minority of the
bowls can be explained by the fact that the scribes of the bowls in which ttre trait is
attested, were 'clearly from ttre less tutored members of Babylonian Jewry.'2só In
his opinion, there is no ¡eason to discem any dialectal difference between the bowls
evincing the phenomenon and other 6st¡r¡s.2s7
Among the maærial adduced in favour of the merger of the reflexes of *fa/ and
*¡61inthe Geonic period, Boyarin also mentions some Hebrew texts from fte Cai¡o
Geniza with the vowel sign qamef used for an expected ¡o¡.zsg These texts (and a

few others) have also been discussed (from this point of view) by other scholars,
notably Sharvit and Harviainen. In the Hebrew texts under discussion indiscriminate use of qaneç and holemis attested,259 and they reprcsent Babylonian

tadition

though rhey are marked with Tiberian signs.260 Sharvit argues that these spellings
support the possibility that the Babylonian qames was realized as a rounded vowel
at least in some areas; some other areas, by conEast, maintaine{ perhaps, a pronunciation of the [a] type.26l
Ha¡,riainen has laæly described a Ka¡aile manuscript with a parallel inærchange

of counterparts of qameç and þlem.In tÌris MS., both qatne{ and holem may be
Fanscribed in Arabic script by either'alif ot wãw. Further, 'in a great number of
instances of þolem spelt with A¡abic 'alif,the vowel sign qameÍ has been added to
the'alif n this transcripl¡6n.'2ó2 Harviainen concludes that the write¡ of the text
was unable to keep apart tlre reflexes of qameç and þolem.263 His conclusion is:
'The realization of qames and holem had become a rounded vowel, a kind of
[o].'26+ Harviainen compares the phenomena in the Ka¡aiæ MS. with the spellings
in our texts and argues that the spellings in the bowl texts indicate 'the beginning of
the change of long ã in the A¡amaic of some areas of Mesopotamia.'265 The change

254 Boyaritt l9?8: 157. For
255 ¡6¡¿.

the occurrence of miqpaç pumnza in

Halakhot Pesuqot,see above.

2s6 Boyarin 1978 152.
251

tbid.

25E See Boyarin 1978: 151-152,

l55ff.

259 See Sharvit 1974:547; Harviainen 1994-37.
260 See Sharvit 1974:553: Harviainen 1994:37 and the literature given there.

26t

See Sharvit 1974:554-555; Sharvit

262 see Harviainen 1994:35-36263 Ha."iainen 1994:37.

26a

ru¡¿.

1992:502.
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of long ã in Aramaic laær affecæd a number of Hebrew reading tr¡¿rli¡ie¡s.266
Harviainen has also argued that the use of wãw fot *l-al is one of the soralled
'koiné' features. Yet the tait is apparently restricted to the BJA bowls (see above
1.2.4.1.' Koiné' F eatures).
These are the basic arguments conceming the inærpretation of these spellings
with wøw as a counterpart of *lã1. Before drawing conclusions, we should take a
closer look at the material at our disposal. The material (of at least possible occìrrences where waw is used as a counterpart of *fa} includes both A¡amaic and,
importantly, Hebrew words.267 The following instances a¡e known to me in the
bowl texts. The list also includes some instances of waw fot *lat, since these a¡e to
be taken into account in discussing the trait under study.26E '¡t" Hebrew words a¡e
marked with an asterisk (*):

ñlll

'secret'(AIT l9:8);2óelt'''ìÐlÐ AIT 19:11;zz0 '1t't (AYl 28.2).2?I ¡r¡1¡¡6
(N&Sh l}a:l; Blß2:l)'272 !ilTtl'lP ]Þ 'from him' (N&Sh I?a:2; BU2:2);273
þltl 'came in' (N&Sh L?.a:S; Bll2:5¡;274 nnt' p:nt 'and he srrangled him'
265 H"*iuin"n 1994: 38.
266 tbid.
267 My aim is to list betow the occurrcnces known to me wþre one could
used as a counterpart

268
269

argue that

waw is

of * lãl. The validity of the instances is discussed funher below.

Other instances with w¿w for an expected */al a¡egiven in Epstein 1922:5Q-5L.
Read according to the emendation by Epstein (1921: a9-50), which
the basis of a photograph of the text. This word, commonly spelt
place in our texts.

is, at least, probable on
or lìlì, is common-

*ttlt

2?0 As emended by

Epstein. He translates 'secrétaires.' See Epstein
Macuch 1963:314.

271

l92l: 50. Cf. Drower &

As corrected by Epstein; he translates 'cette famille,'but the reading is far frorn certain. See
would occur for ''ll, familiar f¡om Biblical
Epstein L92l: 56. If thc reading is conect, ''f
Aramaic (See tV.4. Demonstrativc Pronouns).

l'l

272 ¡rppp

is apparently a prop€r name. Naveh and Shaked assume that it is 'relared to Biblical
ítnãnít (Prov. 30:28).' See Naveh & Shaked 1985: 107. Besides, lhe assumption
that waw appears here for */ã/ is based on the fact that in a parallel Palestinian amulet
(amulet no. 15 in Naveh & Shaked 1985), one finds the spelling lìJÞtlÒ (line l), and the
spelling ñn'Ëuo occurs in N&Sh l2b:4. Naveh and Shaked hold that this indicates that the
vowel qamçs was pronounced o. See Naveh & Shaked 1985: 32, 195.
Hebrew

213

Cf.

in Biblical Aramaic. See Rosenthal l9?4: ll and elsewhere. rilì¡ll'lP lÞ also
in a bowl from the Hilprecht Collection, published in part by Gordon (text 'g'

olp

appears

published

in Gordon l94L: 34G347).

Christa Müller-Kessler (1994) has published a

photograph ofthis text (HS 3003), which largely parallels N&Sh l2a- The text also appears
in Oelsner 1989: 38-4t. Also, some other forms from N&Sh l2a with waw as a counterpatt of *làl - find parallels in this text (se¿ ibid.).

-

274

Here naw occurs in place of *lal, given that the interpretation of this form as 3rd
masc. is correct. The form is discussed below in the conclusions of this chapter.
appears in HS 3003.

p.

þp

sg.
also
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(N&Sh l2a:5;B l:5)'2'ts ññì! 'she cried' (N&Sh l}a:S; Btt2:S); ìÞì¡)ì ,and they
stood up' (N&Sh l?a,6;BU2:6);276 1n1>* N&Sh l3:2¡.27t ilÞìp .before her'
(N&Sh 13:8); ñìlï (N&Sh 13:16);278 il'Þì1p ,before her' (N&Sh 3:4); tïìSn
'to shour'(N&Sh 7:6);'lìt] 'this' (N&Sh 2':4);zte ñì)ñ)n ,the angel' (Go l:2);
f'lün* 'the ea¡ttr' (Go l:7); 'jìllø'þ 'for your name' (Go 2:l).2s0 n19ìt þg
ilìl':ìPÐ ilìnr:- bll 'against her seed, her house, and property' (Go 6:l¡.2s1 Jlln
'this' (Go 7:l)i282 nìnltìil* 'spirits' (Go. 7:3); nlì'ìîl,i (Go Z:3, fl;283 1191¡*
'rebuked' (Go. 7:5);280 Utt'ttp* 'holy' (Go 7:6); ]ìi1tìf:'p ,ttreir property' (Go
,with
7:7); E'þïDllr: ìlnlf¡l* 'who chooses Jerusalem'(Go 7:10);2s5
':lOìÞ:
,on the
Satans' (Go. l1:4);2801n't'ÞÞt 'and to Iæviarhan' (Go ll:9);282
1tø'):t
rìÞìn:
tongue'(Go 1l:10, 12,16);ñnïD'f
'withevil pebble-spirits' (Go ll:12);
(Go
'lord'
A:l¡;2Ea Olþ9þt* 'and for ever' (Go A:4);28e Jlìl:* .blessed,
Jìlìtt*
.evil spiriæ' (Go.
(Hyvemar 5¡;2e0 ntñt:S* (Go G:9¡;zrt ñnìØr:
H:Z);2e2
]rnìì
275
lïÌn in line l. î'!!nt. also occurs in HS 3003.
276 ¡lnscribe of all these rexts was evidently the same.

"'

1ov stands for l'¡?i? of the Masorstic texr
also Naveh & Shaked t985: 204.

see Müller-Kessler 1994:6.

(Ex. l5:7 'those who ¡ebel againsr you').

See

27E ñ'rn) appeårs in the following sèntence:
lr>o iliÞÐ Þ*r'o:p 1u'Þl nnn lf),n *¡¡).r
<1>'b O'Pl ;1"1r: ¡tll'D 'that a man came against you from ihe outside, his name is Q.

279
280

281

He held a cuaing knife in his hand' (N&Sh 13: 16). It is probably a participle used as a noun
(in the emphatic state2), but it remains problematic, and it is uncenain whether it is connected with the problem under discussion here. Sec also IV.10.4. participles.

could stand for l!'1. Naveh and Shaked read |)1. The reading and interpretation are both
uncertain. See discussion in IV.4. Demonstrative Pronouns.

lìJr

to Gordon, 'ltr¡qr': appears in AIT 2B:1, ¡oo. Gordon l94l:
120. Note, however, the discussion below. ']ìl!o'l has also been attested in a bowl (line l)
published by Smelik (1987), but since no photograph or facsimile is included, I have not
been able o check the reading.

1toø': in Go 8:1. According

i¡ obscu¡e. Cf. Gordon l94l: 126.In line 3, Gordon
ill!:rP:ì ilìn':fl i]ì9ìt:ì and in line 7 il'Dr)'pÐ ¡nr: ,li:l i.tìtìÌ lDì.
282 Gotdon reads
lìlìñ in Go A:1, butl"l'tt (or|ìltt) is also possible, given that it is a variant of this Pronoun. Another and more likely possibility is ro take it as the Hebrew word
Jllg, 'Lord.' See Gordon 1934:322- ltïn (or'lllir) occurs in HS 3003, discussed above.
283 The readings are uncetain.
284 1'9r¡ would also be possible, but the conrexr is Hebrew.
285 E'51gtì' forO'þøn'.
See below lY .3. Suffixed Pronouns. -Ð

reads

2E6 As Gordon (1941:ZZlladmits,
287

the reading is uncerrain.

Cf. Jastrow 1903:698.

288

As noted, this may also represent a 'comrption' of the demonstrative pronoun
l'.1i1.
289 The phrase is probably
Hebrew, since it occurs frequently in our rexts in Hebrew (oþuþt).

290 As reproduced
in Gordon 1934:331-332. The original article by Henry Hyvemat has not been
at my disposal, but according to Gordon (ibid.), the quality of rhe photographs in it is poor

291

The reading is uncertain.
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rl}'1 'of the sons of man' (Go H:3¡;29r S)mø'r 'on the left' (Go H:4¡'29+
E)ìrìn*'the world'(Hyvernat S¡;2e5 1tÞtrl 'on you' (Isbell 70.5);2e6 lt'ìÞþ9
ilÎ¿ìl1R

'world' Isbell

lllìl:'fire'

69:3;297

*nltl:

'request;'29E

l'ììnìl

'after them' (MB I:18);299

(Boris 3:5).

First, we should make the following notes on the reading and interpretation of the

of these a¡e of uncertain reading
in Go 1:7, at least on the basis of a photograph of the

instances listed above, since quiæ a large number

or inærpretation:

l{ì)$þn

text, is hardly legible. Also, flllìiÎ in the same text is most uncertain.3oo
Of major impotance is the fæt that in several examples we may with equal
rightreadyadinstead of waw,these two letters often being indistinguishable in the
script. In actual fact, in several cases it is more accurate to read yod: Gordon reads
'.[ìÞø't, Jlllt¡r:, and i'Iì9ìl etc. However, we should evidently read in these
instances J'nø'þ, J'nÐ'f , itrgll etc., respectively (see below 1V.3. Súixed
Pronouns). The same probably goes

for'Ìlþl!,

which should, perhaps, be read

'i')til.Instead of
]lillìrÏp, we should probably read]ìil!*!'p. The use of a double
yodta indicate a consonantal yd (= /y/) instead of a vocal yod (rtfi is well att€sted
¡tt 3'¡'4.301 Though this spelling convention is rarely met with in the bowl texts, it
is at le¿st possible here. Further, instead of 'lrIìiT, as discussed below in ry.4.
Demonstrative Pronouns, it is possible that the con€ct reading is with yod
111¡.302

Two occurrences of the root n13 'to shout, cry,' the infinitive form nìSn and
the 3rd fem. sg. perfect l'lll'13, do not apparently testify to the phenomenon dealt
with here, since w¿w tends to be srong in this verb.303

292

The readings (with waw îo¡ +l-al) of Gordon in Go H seem secure on the basis of a facsimile

of the text.

293 ßlDt't¡
'lIt'J in line 6; illDll'tl
(linc l0).
294 *þmo: in line 9.

')f

in lines 9 and ll. The spelling it0¡'¡l is also

attested

295 As reproduced in Gordon 1934:331-332. The original article has not been at my disposal.
296 l}re form possibly appears in Jeruzatmi (pp. 140-l5l Isbelt 70). I cannot check rhe
=
reading.

297 Jeruzalrni pp. 127-139. I cannot check the reading.
=
29E As read by Gordon in a bowl from the British Museum (text 19745 line l). See Go¡don
l94l: 339. I cannotcheck the reading. Compare, however, Boyarin 1978: 152, n, 60.
299
1nnË for ¡nrn:. The reading is apparent in a facsimile, but since lnrÈ appears sevefâl
times in the same text (line l4), it may be ùat

30o
301
302

lrlf)

ìnnìf

is an enor for

l'llfil.

Gordon reads
¡rrsn b> $bn. Based on a photograph of the text, t\þt! and l'1lf >
are quite certain, whercas the rest remain uncenain. Especially, the occurrcnce of w¿w in

l'ììtlil

is questionable.

The expected form is /qinyãnhõrV.
The same goes for

lllìß

in Go A:1.
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ilÈìp 'from

her presence,' which is a combination of the søndard BTA variant of the preposition Eìp and ttre 3rd p. suffixed pronoun, does not testiff to ûre

of *là1, even

though we have good examples of basically the same
*làl (e.g. ilrnì1p ). Instead, it shows the labialization of a
short [a] type vowel in connection with [m1.3oa Noþ that earlier in the same line,
the same combination of a preposition and a suffix is spelled ilnp. rnìp is familiar
from Mandaic, too.3o5
of the relevant instances (cf. the notes above) which represent waw as a
counterpart or. *fal, in a great number of cases waw is surrounded by a labial
rounding

preposition with waw fot

phonetic environment: tìtðlÕÞ,

ñï:þt,llìnìf

ì¡lli:tìIp, i'Ìiitììp, lnlp,
JÞlp, otþph, nl$ì:g,

, and ttllì9lf . However, we still have many cases which
cannot be explained by ttre labial phonetic environment (cf. e.g. -lI'). Further, in
some of the instances waw appears before or after r¿sl¡: Ñlìì,
nìnìììil,

nþlnø'r,

nììï'l,llllï,

fìì$il,

and'Jììì1. In some other cases, reså occurs in the vicinity of wow

(compare the instances).

When comparing the instances with phonetic environments where miqpaç
pumma commonly occurs in Halakhot Pesuqot, one notes that the material fits the
rules mentioned by Boyarin (see above): in all of the cases, the following consonant
is 'a voiced continuant (or o)' and in some of the cases the following vowel or
preceding consonant is a labial.306

CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions should be drawn: fint, it is imporønt to bear in mind
that these spellings wiùtwaw in place of */ãl are attested orily in a small minority of
the texts, and, impofantly, certainly not all of them are 'vulgar texts.' This holds
tnre especially of bowl lã in Naveh & Shaked, a text with several parallel texts. It

if the scribe(s) of these bowls had added the waws as if to make the text
more familiar to his/their client(s); the basic version of the texr is evidentty of
Palestinian origin.30? Besides the use of waw for *lã.1, there a¡e no other taits of a
'vulgar text' found in that bowl text. The same may be said of N&sh 13, which is
without any doubt one of the best-formulaæd bowl texts. Thus, I find it difficult to
believe that the Ìvalrs appeaf in the texts because of the 'poor tutoring' of the
seems as

303 Cf. Jastrow l9O3:126;Payne Smith t903: 475.
304 Cf. Epstein 1960: 136, where the vocalization given for
this preposition

is tþp. Besides, rhe
second vowel in ¡lt¡lP 'from her presence' should, at least in the light of Syriac, be a long
[â] (See e.g. Muraoka 1997b: 19) and, nevefheless, it is not reprcsented by waw.

305 5." Nöldeke 1875:44.
306 By 'continuants' Boyarin

apparently refers

to all

segments

but plosives,

nasals. Cf. Trask 1996:91.

307

Fo, comparison of the diffe¡enr versions, see Naveh & Shaked l9g5: 192- I 95.

affricates, and
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In addition, quite a numbe¡ of the instances may be explained
by other factors, too, besides the rounding of *l-al. The bowls which use lraw as a
counterpart of *fú do not yield a type of A¡amaic dialect which would clearly
distinguish them from other bowls, except for N&Sh 13, which shows more standard BTA features than bowls in general. ln contrast, e.g. N&Sh l2a and Go I I fit
nicely the standard type of language typical of our texts, with several conservative
scribes (see above).

linguistic features.
Second, in line with the ideas presented by Morag, Boyarin, etc. the waws of
the bowl texts suggest that the reflex of *lãl was a back round vowel in BJA or in
some of its suMialects. We cannot exclude the possibility that the occurrenæ of the

of the original */ã/ was
restricted only to some dialects within BJA, at least in the era when the practice of
writing incantations on clay bowls was still observed. On this point, it is worth
bearing in mind that the leßer 'aleph is often used in our texts as a counterpart of
*lã.l.Even though as Boyarin reminds us there was a tradition of using 'aleph
in this function - and, therefore, a shift in the pronunciation of *lãl would probably

fait only in some æxts merely implies

not have affected this nadition

-

that tlre rounding

one may ask whether the use of 'aleph would have

of *[-alhad been a rounded back vowel throughout
3¡¡,308 As noted by Sharvit, we know within the tenitory of Palestine, two
different Hebrew pronunciations of qameç: the Tiberian and the Palestinian.3og It is
very possible that within the (much larger) a¡ea of Mesopotamia, different JA
dialects displayed varying pronunciaúons of qames. Note tlrat Mandaic, a dialect
with plenty of isoglosses in common with BJA, shows no rounding of the original
been so frequent,

if

the reflex

*l^l,3ro though the úait is well known from West Syriac.
Further, it is possible that the rounding of the original

*làl

began in a labial

phonetic environment, where waws a:re frequently attested (see above). As pointed

out by Boyarin, miqpaç punlna is common in a labial phonetic environment in
Halakhot Pesuqot.Tlre beginning of the rounding in a labial phonetic environment
would be quite natural, since the rounding of a vowel may be understood as a
308

See the discussion in Boyarin 1978; 149. In actual fact, the use
a feature especially typical of good Talmudic MSS. See above

of 'aleph in this function is

III.l.

Notes on the Spelling.
imponance that N&Sh l2a, one of the best examples of the use of waw for
*/ã/, shows no instances oî'aleph for *lâ1, except some names of uncenain interprctation.
In N&Sh 13, one finds'ltt''ì, with'aleph in this function. By contrast, Go 1l which
also uses 'aleph quite regularly in the very same
employs waw quite commonly for *lâl
function. Note, for insrance, $nñøtf 'ìÞìn in line l0 as opposed to $nìÐrf rl¡lìit in line
12. This may be taken as a further indication that the rounding process was only at the

It may be of

-

initial

-

stage.

309 Cf. the discussion in Sharvit 1974t 554-555.
310 See Nöldeke 1875: 21. Instead, 'a transition from d to o' is frequent in Modem Mandaic.
See Macuch 1965:

ll8.
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I

Nöldeke pointed out in his day that a labial phonetic environment
tends to labialize nearby vowels in A¡amaic.3l2 ¡r noted, warvs also occur in
connection with hl (see above). It has been argued ttrat this consonant, too, is
conducive to the change of vowels of [oJ colour towards [o] or [ul.3l3
The fact that waws are frequent with certain words, such as -Þìlp and -lìì',
may support, as well, hypothesis that the rounding process was still in initial sreges.
One might, in facÇ go one step further and argue ü¡at the instances are lexicalized
lahialization.3l

exceptions which may be explained by a labial phonetic environmenr (and by
different other phonetic or other factors), and which, thus, do not tell anything about
the phenomenon under study here. were there no other positive proofs for the
rounding of *l-al at our disposal, this assumption would be quite plausible.
In ac¡¡al fact, the waws in our texts are among the earliest indications of the
rounding of *l-alin any Aramaic or Hebrew ûadition.314 As is well known, the trait
is pecutiar to Tiberian Hebrew, but the dating of this shift has been a matter of
controversy.3l5

Morag has maintained that the rounding rook place during the period of the
Dead sea scrolls or even earlie¡,316 but ttre more common opinion is that the shift
'ã > å seems to be very late, but not later than Jerome'r ¡*".'317 Harviainen, on the
other hand, has examined all the relevant material, and comes to the conclusion that
thechangedidnot take place before the 6th century, and, in fact, could have taken
3I

I

312

313

314
3I
3

'Labial' may be dcñned as 'a different distinctive featu¡e invoked to separate labial consonants ardrou¡tded vowels and glides (all [+labJ) from all other segments ([-lab]).' Tr¿sk
1996: 193 [italics mine]. See also Crystal 1985: 172,268.
See Nöldeke 1875: l?ff. See atso Brockelmann 1908: 199-201. Note, however, thar tlp
instances enumerated by Nõldeke and Brockelmann include only a few cases with labialization of */ã/. Note /tammõn/ alongside /tammãn/ in S¡iac, as listed by Brockelmann. It
might be of inte¡est to invcstigate whether we have any evidence that the rounding of */ã/ in
West Syriac began in a labial phonetic environment.
See Kutschcr 1959:391-392; Schulthess lg24;27.Again, note that the instances include no
cases with the original */ã/. According to Kutscher, the change towards [o] or [u] is due to

assimilation. Yet, from the phonetic point of view, I cannot find any apparenl explanation
for this 'assimilation.' t find it hard to think that dental (or alveolar) /r/ could effect rounding in nearby vowels, and it is equally difücult to conclude that sonorous /r/ would favour
less sonorous vowels, Low vowels, such as [o] and [a], a¡e mo¡e sonorous than high
vowels, e.g. [o]. Cf. Trask 1996:327-328.
See Harviainen 1977:107.

5 For rhe different theories presented,

16 A.ong

see Harviainen 1977:

l}4fÍ.

in favour of his theory is the fact that in the wellknown Isaiah Scroll from Qumran (lQISa), tt¡ere are several cases with waw in place of the
Tiberian qanes in the pointed texrs, e.g. ntbu for nìÞ9. See Morag 1963: 104. These
the evidence adduced by Morag

pe¡uliar spellings may, however, be inte¡prcæd as originating from differcnt phonetic or
other factors. See Kutscher 1959: 495496 and the cross-rcfercræes given there. Note, however, that there is no model which would explain them as a whole.

3t7 Bla, l97t:c.1571.
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place even laær, perhaps ca. 700 ç.9.318 In rùfest Syriac, the shift took place as a
regular phenomenon probably in the 7th or 8th century.319

Third, Þlt 'came in' (iï¡1' P:m ilìfÙ irrþoPì oììlo 'lliln',t )ull
'with them there came S. and he killed her son and strangled them') might be of
especial importance, given that the interpretation as 3rd p. masc. sg. is correct.

[f

so,

it would suggest that the historical opposition between the reflexes of. *l-al and *lal
was in the process of disappearance. The contamination of verba mediae wawlyod
and mediae gemínatae is well attested in Mandaic and is also known from the
Yemeniæ reading tradition of BTA, whefe, importantly, l'N 'he entered' appears
for l'aJJ.320In any case, since no other instances are found, it is probable that in the
period when the bowl texts were inscribed, the merger was restricted only to certain
dialecs within BJA. Besides, we may have some additional counter-evidence:
among our examples there are a couple of instances withwaw in places where in the
Yemenite reading tradition /U merges with /a/: ltøl:r¡l ('inna3e/ in the Yemeniæ
reading Eadition¡.32l While the Yemeniæ reading Eadition attests to trc *l-al-*lal
mergef in several positions, we could argue that most sporadic occr¡rrences of the

in the development
than the Yemenite reading tradition and Halakihot Pesuqot, which reflect the BJA
pronunciation in the Geonic period (see above).322 This possibility would be well
phenomenon imply that the bowl texts reflect an ea¡lier phase

in line with the dating of our texts.
However, there is another possibility for interpreting the instance ciæd above:
it is possible that it is a 3rd p. masc. p/. form and not a sg. form. In BTA, the 3rd p.
masc. pl. for verba mediae wøwlyodis either ìllp or trìp .323 1hs latter is vocalized
by Epstein as Eìp, representing [qüm], which is also attested in the Yemenite
reading Eadition of BTA.32a Instances of incongruency are noted below in connection with verbs. Note also that if the distinction between 3rd p. masc. sg. and pl. had
become neutralized (or was in the process of neutralization), as suggested elsewhere

in this study (see III.3 and IV.l0.2), the occunence of the 3rd p. pl. instead of the
sg. was quiæ natural. If this interpretation is correct, þì9 'came in' in N&Sh l2a
318 S." Harviainen 1977: 104-114, ll8.
319 5." Harviainen 1977: 108 and the cross-refercnces given there.
320 See Morag 1962: 227. Note that in some pointed texts GA and TJ, too, attest forms
Þv is vocalized with qameç or written with medial 'aleph

32r
322
323

as

)¡ry.

where
See Dalman 1905: 328,

330.

Cf. Morag 1988: 96.
The Yemenite rcading tradition of BTA apparently reflects BJA in the Geonic period. See
e.g. Morag 1962: 219; 229.
See Epstein 1960: 89. Note the following instance:

ll¡ìì

"f,¡l

¡'::þ þu

'Es kamen hinein

zu ihm A. und die Gelehrten' (Ar. 20a), cited in Schlesinger 1928: 56. Note that in the
version of Codex Monacencis,one finds þg for )ì9 (ibid.).

324 5." Morag 1988: 212.
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and elsewhere should not be taken into account in this context. The fact that we

find

no other parallel instances strongly supports this possibility. One may even take a
further step and argue that lDlP in the same text is a contamination of the forms
lllp and E1p. The letter waw in medial position would indica¡e the actual pronunciation ([qûm]), whereas the final wøwwouldbe left as ahistorical spelling.
Now back to the theories presented by Boyarin. As noûed, our instances support the possibility that */ã/ had a rounded realization in BJA (but not necessarily in
all the dialects within BJA). They may also support the possibility that the reflexes
o1*l-aland */a/ merged in BJA (i.e. probably lâl with lal), since we have at least one
instance (i.e. )u) where waw occurs tor *1a1,325 too. Yet, as discussed above, the
instance may be interpreted in various ways, and the possibility that it might support
the * lãl-* lal merger is less likely.
Instead, it is hard to say whether the waws (or some of ürem) indeed express
the allophone [c] or the like, as Boyarin maintains (see above). Since we have no
evidence of any kind of /å/ - lol rnerget in BJA - besides the uncertain and ambþous evidence of the bowl texts and the later Hebrew texts of Babylonian background with the qames-holem merger- it is probable that the wawsin our texts and
the curious Hebrew texts discussed above imply that the phoneme /U (given that it
was the reflex of *fal) mergeÅ with [o] in some BJA dialecs.32ó ¡n any case, it is
clea¡ that either the reflex of *l-al or some of its allophones were so near to the
original lolthat the same sign,waw, could be used for both. Hence, we could argue
that the phoneme lâl merged in some BJA dialeca with lal, as is the case in
Halakhot Pesuqot and to a lesser degree in the Yemeniæ reading tradition; the
merger was total in East Syriac and Mandaic (and also in Sephardic Hebrew).327 In
contrast, some other dialects of BJA, rffest Syriac, and some Hebrew reading
traditions of Babylonian origin (represented in the above-discussed texts from the
Cairo Genizah) merged /U with [o];32e note that the realiz¿tion of *l-al in the
modem West Syriac reading radition is ¡o1.lze Interestingly, Harviainen presents
partly parallel trends in Yiddish, Scandinavian languages, and in Greek.330 If it

325 ¡ote

that in the bowl texts we have no possibilities to detect such cases where paraå would
have been used for garne¡.

326 As is well known,

the signs qamc; and þolem are not interchangeable in the Babylonian
pointing system. Cf. Yeivin 1985: 368-373. Note, however, that we cannot totally exclude
the possibility that both the Rabbanite and Karaite texts discussed above and those bowl
texts with the peculiar wdws rîay testify to a different kind of tradition, with the lU - lol
merger, which may have prevailed in some BJA dialects and, consequently, affecæd some
Hebrew reading traditions. See also Harviainen 1994: 37-38.

327 cf. Morag 1963: 105.

328 Cf. ibid., especially n. 2. In thc majority of these tradiûons, /o/ received
tö], tul, etc., and thus it retained its phonemically independent sratus.

329 Scc Harviainen l9?7: 108.
330 3". Harviainen 1977:120.

another realization,
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rvere

¿¡s

assumed here, examples of at least the latær nend of development would be

atæsted in tlrc bowl texts. Unforn¡nately, we lack far too many secure facts to reach

watertight conclusions in this respect. In any case, it is apparent - for geographical
reasons - that not all of the above-mentioned Eaditions can be connected with each
other. Instead, one might argue that there has always been a certain tendency within
North West Semitic languages towards the rounding of ã

As for the tlrcory presented by Boyarin, we should note as well that even
though the w¿lvs occur in the environments where miqpa; pummn occurs in
Halakhot Pesuqot,thephonetic environment suggested by Boayarin is so broad that
it proves ütde in this scant material (see above). Further, even though w¿¡l.r/s corn-

monly occur in 'Targumic' words, as Boyarin points out, this proves little either,
since the bowl texts abound with 'Targumic' words, due to the generally conservative character of our texts.33l The best proof for the theory of Boyarin is the common appearanceof the waws in Hebrew wo¡ds (see above). It seems that, at least,
some scribes of the bowl texts felt that w¿ws for *l-al were indeed necessary in
Hebrew words. This fact, as such, supports the theory proposed by Boyarin, but,
nevertheless, there also remain other possibilities to account for the ambiguous
evidence at our disposal. One should bear in mind that in the Hebrew texts from
Qumran, as noted above, lr4rry occurs in a number of cases in place of. qameg, e.g.
nlÞü, for ni)|. fnis fact may imply - whatever the correct interpretation of rhe
waws in the Qumran texts - that there was a (rather limited) tradition tn Hebrew for
employing waw inthis ñ¡nction.332 Besides, we lack proper evidence as to whether
the rounding of *å/ fi¡st originated in Hebrew or Aramaic.333

331

In fact, it is eæier to find 'Targumic' forms in the bowl texts than those of standard BTA,
as will be shown in the course of this study.

332 Moog

has argued that these spellings indicate a rounding of *lâl in the Hebrew dialect
reprcsented by the Qumran texts. Yet, a different interpretation is given by Kutscher. See
Morag 1963: 104 and Harviainen 1977t lQS where various interpretations of these spellings
a¡e reviewed.

333 5oln"

evidence

of the rounding is provided by Phoenician, too. See Harviainen 1977:

and the cross-references given there.
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